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Artist ID: 204
Artist Name: Ghaku Okazaki
Website: http://ikz.jp/hp/ghaku
IG: https://www.instagram.com/ghakuokazaki/
Artist Statement: Ghaku Okazaki was born in Japan and lives and works in Bremen, Germany.
The visuals and subject matter of his artwork are based on both his own and a universal perspective and worldview.
Hybrids of different beings, cultures, spiritualities, and mythologies are major themes in his body of work. Other
major influences are ethnography, sexuality, humanity and nature’s relationship.
In his works, these different concepts are illustrated in harmony. He expresses great variety visually, not only with
the topics, but also with the techniques of his art making. He constructs his compositions by combining figurative
representation, rainbow colours, and organic forms. This is done through multiple medias in multiple dimensions like
painting, sculpture and animation. For him, to make his visions accessible to the world is to affirm and celebrate the
diversity of life.
While his artworks are overflowing with visual elements, they are not meant to represent chaos. Instead, they are of
the mandalic visualization of the complexity and the simplicity of the world.
Contemporarily, and through the whole history of humanity, division and confrontation has been a vitally pertinent
issue. In his works, he doesn’t deny differences, but he commemorates the variety of lives as they are. This variety
transports us to the utopian ideology of the global aesthetic, though his way of representing this is through domestic
things such as his favourite mountains, the seashore, islands in his Japanese homeland, his grandfather, the monks
who he respects, and places in the world that he has visited.
Notes:

Artist ID: 204
Artwork 1 Title: Great Snake and Butterfly
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x80x5cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: Snake and butterfly are for me mysterious beings. One comes from the water and one flies
in the air.
They cross the dimentions which we humans cannot.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 204
Artwork 2 Title: Satisfaction of the Sun
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40x40x5cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: Sun shines without expecting anything. It's redly burning, shines on everything and create
any colour.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 204
Artwork 3 Title: Everything is Beautiful by Nature
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 99.5x70x5cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: To feel good is beautiful, to feel love is beautiful, to toutch something is beautiful, to be
loved is beautiful, to feel free is beautiful, to look at a beautiful thing is beautiful, to feel attracted is beautiful, to fill
the desire is beautiful, to love somebody from your heart is beautiful, to dress up is beautiful, to satisfy yourself is
beautiful, to take a big look at something is beautiful, to feel physically good is beautiful, to see something is
beautiful, to listen to sound is beautiful, to smell something is beautiful, to taste something is beautiful.
Do you know why? It’s because everything is beautiful by nature.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 204
Artwork 4 Title: Great snake
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 20x39.5x5cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: I painted a snake with the wings of butterfly. I meant him to be a magical being that can fly,
move on the ground without legs, that can cross dimentions.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 206
Artist Name: Isik Ogutcu
Website:
IG:
Artist Statement: There are two main themes in my art: trying to accept the transition from adolescence to
adulthood and anti-racism.

The colours and outlines in my drawings resemble that of a child but the topics I present are from what I have seen
in life as an emerging adult. However, there are times when I use dark colours and this is when I cannot escape from
the dark adult world. My biggest fear is to lose the colours inside me and through art, I deal with that fear.

The characters I draw usually have unique skin tones such as green, blue and purple. This is because I see people in
colours according to their characteristics, not according to their race.
Notes:

Artist ID: 206
Artwork 1 Title: Mushroom land
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 14.7 X 21 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Paper
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 206
Artwork 2 Title: It was a joke...
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 14.5 X 21 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Paper
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 206
Artwork 3 Title: Psychic
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 29.7 X 42 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Paper
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 206
Artwork 4 Title: Scissors
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 14.7 X 20.9 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Paper
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 208
Artist Name: Dominique Czerednikow
Website: http://www.dominiqueczerednikow.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/dominique_czerednikow/
Artist Statement: Painting feeds my soul, emotions and impressions. When I am creating all my energy is converted
to colours and abstract forms more or less geometrical. I am always looking to recreate the beauty that I see and
feel.

My process requires patience and concentration. I love pulling elements from my inspirations and working them
into shapes and colourful spaces. Swirls, dots, curls and lines add elements of depth and excitement. My imagination
guides me in my colour choice and composition. In each painting I work toward a greater harmony.

As an artist, art lover and art ambassador the idea behind my work is to share strong sensations. The feeling of
losing oneself in a work of art is a human necessity. Being surrounded by bright alluring colours can influence our
way of being and way of life. Colours nurture our spirit and give us energy.

Like Kandinsky wrote, “Colour is the keyboard, the eyes are the hammers, the soul is the piano with its many chords.
The artist is the hand that, by touching this or that key, sets the soul vibrating automatically.â€•

Now it is time for me to share my vibrations with world.
Notes:

Artist ID: 208
Artwork 1 Title: Muse on Pegasus Variation
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60cm x 60cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital Painting
Artwork 1 Commentary: Muse on Pegasus Variation was created after falling in love with Odilon Redon. With a soft
colour palette and dynamic shading I emphasised his mythical and magical atmosphere. Abstract shapes and
irregular dots compose movement and a world full of fantasy.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 208
Artwork 2 Title: Orchid Variation
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60cm x 60cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital Painting
Artwork 2 Commentary: Orchid Variation was the first painting created in the series Inspirations from the Masters.
Inspired by the abstraction and modernity of Georgia O’Keefe. Abstract shapes and precise shading portray the
beauty of an orchid flower in bloom. Living, growing, blossoming is not only for flowers.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 208
Artwork 3 Title: Dejeuner Variation
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 63cm x 50cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Digital Painting
Artwork 3 Commentary: Déjeuner Variation was inspired by Manet. With a deep, cool colour palette I emphasised
Manet’s mysterious picnic. Staying true my style and vibrant colour choice I experimented with a darker palette to
reserve those enigmatic feelings Manet portrayed so well.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 208
Artwork 4 Title: Mademoiselle Variation
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 60cm x 60cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Digital Painting
Artwork 4 Commentary: Mademoiselle Variation expresses the depths of life. Inspired by Renoir’s portrait of
Mademoiselle Maire Therese Durand-Ruel. I recreated the strong energies of a young girl who’s life and experiences
are abundant and flowing with positive energy. Abstract forms, shading and bright colours create sensations all on
their own.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 210
Artist Name: Sonia Bensouda
Website: www.soniabensouda.com/collages
IG: @soniabensouda
Artist Statement: I was born in France and grew up in Morocco. I received a BA in Interior Architecture in Lyon,
France. I moved to London in 2014 to study for a Master's degree in Interior and Spatial Design at UAL - Chelsea
College of Art. I continue to work as an interior architect and independent artist in the city.
Growing up in the vibrant surroundings of Morocco has influenced my creative approach. Researching colour
combinations and developing palettes is a significant part of my process. My background as an interior architect has
shaped my passion for abstract geometry and composition. My goal is to combine these elements into a graphic
visual language that is universally understandable.
I’m inspired by the philosopher Michel Foucault’s notion of ‘Heterotopia’ or ‘in-between spaces’. My intent through
my collages is to playfully explore our relationship with real and virtual spaces. The simultaneous occupation of
spaces, physically and mentally. Hence, two states of being. A conceptual combination of architectural, sturdy
surroundings and dream-like, surreal aesthetics.
Notes:

Artist ID: 210
Artwork 1 Title: La Melancolie
Artwork 1 Dimensions: A2-W42xH59 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography and Digital Collage on giclee print - Limited print edition of 50
Artwork 1 Commentary: This artwork was inspired by the feeling of loneliness mixed with daydreaming.
Melancholy has a part of escapism link to it, that we forget. The strong colours opposed to the emotions of the
subject are highlighting the duality of this emotion.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 210
Artwork 2 Title: Shadow is the Sea
Artwork 2 Dimensions: A2- W59xH42cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Photography and Digital Collage on giclee print - Limited print edition of 50
Artwork 2 Commentary: Inspired by the philosopher Michel Foucault notion of Heterotopia or in-between spaces.
The idea behind this collage is to explore our relationship between real and virtual spaces. Showing the duality of
being human nowadays living in a physical and in a digital space.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 210
Artwork 3 Title: CITY BOYS
Artwork 3 Dimensions: A2- W59xH42cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Photography and Digital Collage on giclee print - Limited print edition of 50
Artwork 3 Commentary: Inspired by the philosopher Michel Foucault notion of Heterotopia or in-between spaces.
The idea behind this collage is to explore our relationship between real and virtual spaces. Showing the duality of
being human nowadays living in a physical and in a digital space.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 210
Artwork 4 Title: CITY BOY
Artwork 4 Dimensions: A2- W59xH42cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Photography and Digital Collage on giclee print - Limited print edition of 50
Artwork 4 Commentary: Inspired by the philosopher Michel Foucault notion of Heterotopia or in-between spaces.
The idea behind this collage is to explore our relationship between real and virtual spaces. Showing the duality of
being human nowadays living in a physical and in a digital space.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 211
Artist Name: Kirsten Todd
Website: www.artatvixen.co.uk
IG: @artatvixen
Artist Statement: Brush in hand since a child, Kirsten gained a degree in graphic design and pursued a career in
design for over 25 years, while continuing to paint.
Painting is her passion and her purpose and she is now concentrating fully on painting
professionally. Specialising in portraits and abstracts, Kirsten works mainly in acrylics and tries
to capture, vibrancy, energy, strength, balance and beauty within her work.
Her latest series of portraits “Rise of the Divine Feminineâ€• highlights the rise of the Divine
Feminine energy within us all (male and female) at this time of great change, aiming to bring balance to our inner
world and thus by extension our outer world and the planet. Her work celebrates strong women, giving women a
much needed voice, vibrancy, balance, beauty within all of us and all living things and cultural diversity.
From the beginning when you view Kirsten’s work the strength and energy of vibrant colour only augments the
expression of vulnerability. These beautiful studies of women whose strength is suddenly put away in a vulnerable
moment reveal what is not saidâ€¦. but there for all to see.
Notes:

Artist ID: 211
Artwork 1 Title: Rise of the Divine Feminine - Innocence
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76 x 50
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and ink on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: My portraits highlight the rise of the Feminine energy in this time of great change as we, our
planet and our
universe are on our journey of ascension to a new vibration. I feel I need to get this message out to as many people
as possible in my own unique way. My paintings celebrate strong women, showing within them inner strength of a
warrioress, seeing that vulnerability and pain of a life lived. They highlight the struggle of women to be accepted as
equals, giving women a voice, seeing beauty within and celebrating cultural diversity.

I wanted to highlight the differences in the roles and what is expected of children in different cultures. I feel that
this painting highlights the hardiness and resilience of children living in hardship or poverty but with a sense of
feeling that a childhood of freedom to play, grow and just enjoy being a child has been lost.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 211
Artwork 2 Title: Rise of the Divine Feminine - Matriarch
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50 x 50
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic and ink on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: We all have masculine and feminine energy within us and for the last few thousand years it
has been
out of balance with the masculine energy, having a much stronger influence and in control of the way we feel and
think. This imabalance has caused the patriarchal society we live in, fuelling aggression, war, anger, greed,
materialism, over consumption, selfishness and dominance over women. Now there is a rise of the divine feminine
energy streaming into the planet and within us seeking to rebalance our bodies, our inner world and by extension
our outer world and planet. This feminine energy brings compassion, strength within, heightened intuition, truth,
wisdom and spirituality.
My portraits highlight the rise of the Feminine energy in this time of great change as we, our planet and our
universe are on our journey of ascension to a new vibration. I feel I need to get this message out to as many people
as possible in my own unique way. My paintings celebrate strong women, showing within them inner strength of a
warrioress, seeing that vulnerability and pain of a life lived. They highlight the struggle of women to be accepted as
equals, giving women a voice, seeing beauty within and celebrating cultural diversity.
If we listen to our intuition, we can tap into unlimited strength, compassion, wisdom and guidance.
We can shine our light and show the world our true essense and true powerful nature, empowering ourselves and
the world around us.

In this painting I wanted to show the strength and wisdom of the matriarch, steeped in Papua New Guinean
traditions but also showing the vulnerability, pain and struggle of a hard life lived.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 211

Artist ID: 211
Artwork 3 Title: Rise of the Divine Feminine - Inner Knowing
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 84 x 59
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: My portraits highlight the rise of the Feminine energy in this time of great change as we, our
planet and our
universe are on our journey of ascension to a new vibration. I feel I need to get this message out to as many people
as possible in my own unique way. My paintings celebrate strong women, showing within them inner strength of a
warrioress, seeing that vulnerability and pain of a life lived. They highlight the struggle of women to be accepted as
equals, giving women a voice, seeing beauty within and celebrating cultural diversity.
If we listen to our intuition, we can tap into unlimited strength, compassion, wisdom and guidance. We can shine
our light and show the world our true essense and true powerful nature, empowering ourselves and the world
around us.

This African lady shows the wealth of Divine Feminine energy within her and shows radiating out from within the
strength, true power and beauty.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 211

Artist ID: 211
Artwork 4 Title: Rise of the Divine Feminine - Scarification
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 50 x 50
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylic and ink on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: My paintings celebrate strong women, showing within them inner strength of a warrioress,
seeing that vulnerability and pain of a life lived. They highlight the struggle of women to be accepted as equals,
giving women a voice, seeing beauty within and celebrating cultural diversity.

A lovely African lady showing the traditional tribal practise of scarification on her face. Women scarring their bodies
to be seen as beautiful. I wanted to highlight what is accepted and seen as beautiful in different cultures.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 216
Artist Name: Susan Watt
Website: suewatt1.co.uk
IG: @suewatt1
Artist Statement: UK artist exploring personal themes from her life which include disability, control, non-verbal
communication, hidden messages and dignity, all of which are linked to play and her relationship with her disabled
son, Tom. Using paint, film, installation, print and structure to communicate her work and her life as a carer, mother
and creator.
Notes:

Artist ID: 216
Artwork 1 Title: The Deal
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120x150x10
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on linen
Artwork 1 Commentary: After many layers, three forms emerged from this painting; a savant, a knight and an angel.
My son Tom is a savant, I am his protector or knight and the angel is the angel of death.
A deal has been struck between the three of us.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 216
Artwork 2 Title: The Waiting Room
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 120x150x10
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: This painting depicts a hospital waiting room. I have spent many hours in hospital waiting
rooms with my son Tom, playing with incomplete tea sets and meaningless plastic. This painting is the result of a
short film I made called 'Unbreakable bond'.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 216
Artwork 3 Title: Burden
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 115x39x10
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: Painting depicts my son who is waiting on imminent back surgery. I am the powerless
watcher and above is a religious figure who I hope will watch over him. As my son lacks the capacity to make this
decision, the burden is both his and mine and weighs heavily.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 216
Artwork 4 Title: Home and Away
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 120x150x10
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: Painting includes my son's favourite toy which is a home made spinner. It is shown at home
and on Porthmeor Beach in St Ives, which is where I go for respite.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 218
Artist Name: Hazel Thomson
Website: www.hazelthomsonart
IG:
Artist Statement: My family background is in the sciences and telescope making, so observation is part of my life.
Ten years ago I made a conscious decision to withdraw from everyday life and to concentrate on creativity . With this
I needed to study nature in time. Since then I have been overjoyed to witness the changing of the seasons , from
Autumn to winter, Spring to summer. Observing changes in light, colour , and the overall feeling , and atmosphere of
each season. My paintings over this time have evolved into my own style, which have been described as natural,
with a contempory feel to them. Over four years artist in residence at the Wirral country park. This lead me to live
for a time , on the island of Hilbre earlier this year. A remote Island cut off by the tide. Giving me the wonderful
opportunity to feel pure solitude and focus, Witnessing sunrises, sunsets, bird migration, seals and wild flowers all
under a big beautiful ever changing sky.
My latest painting I am currently working on is a 300cms x 100cms painting of 4 seasons in a forest, which,
eventually ends with floods and dead trees, some thing I am finding both harrowing , and challenging, as I usally
paint the positive beauty of nature.
Notes:

Artist ID: 218
Artwork 1 Title: A Song For All Seasons
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 92 x 153 x4
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Robin sings through all four seasons, along a path that could lead any where.

I painted this scene with no human, just , a Robin symbolizing hope, that we will continue to have changes of
seasons , through time and nature, A textured large painting full of colour and joy.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 218
Artwork 2 Title: The Air We Breathe
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100 x 150 x 4
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: Textured scene of a beautiful wood, with oak tree branches stretching over the the painting
, in the shapes of lungs , symbolizing the importance of trees. An atmospheric , thought provoking image.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 218
Artwork 3 Title: Twisted Tree
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 122 x 92 x 2
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: Textured painting of a magical tree twisted over time
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 218
Artwork 4 Title: Celtic River
Artwork 4 Dimensions:
Artwork 4 Medium:
Artwork 4 Commentary: Painting of a beautiful river ,flowing through a forest ,in the heart of the welsh country side
.With the river splashing over rocks and tree branches immersed in the fast flowing water. Stunning shadows and
light, highlighting this secret hidden river.
A very large, imposing painting full of atmosphere and movment
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 222
Artist Name: Ramona Galardi
Website: www.ramonagalardi.com
IG: ramona_galardi; ramonagalardi_jewellery_callig
Artist Statement:
Notes:

Artist ID: 222
Artwork 1 Title: Ravaging Fires 1
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42 x 30 x 0.1
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: I feel very affected and concerned how we are destroying our planet and all life on it.
We take without consideration of the long term consequences, all we are interested in is instant gratification, shortterm gain and ourselves only.
It would be wise to listen to tribal medicine elders of our ancestors from all continents, we would learn that we are
all connected, every living species is interconnected, by harming one we harm the other and ourselves.
Let us listen, let us learn and let us respect our Home and over all, each other.

Exhibited at The Barbican Library solo show June 2019
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 222
Artwork 2 Title: Ravaging Fires 2
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 42 x 30 x 0.1
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: I feel very affected and concerned how we are destroying our planet and all life on it.
We take without consideration of the long term consequences, all we are interested in is instant gratification, shortterm gain and ourselves only.
It would be wise to listen to tribal medicine elders of our ancestors from all continents, we would learn that we are
all connected, every living species is interconnected, by harming one we harm the other and ourselves.
Let us listen, let us learn and let us respect our Home and over all, each other.

Exhibited at The Barbican Library solo show June 2019
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 222
Artwork 3 Title: The Holy Land
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 25 x 35 x 0.1
Artwork 3 Medium: Screen print with red overlay. Unique
Artwork 3 Commentary: Through time we continue our wars, religious wars, geo-political wars, wanting control,
power, greed. supremacy and more. More of everything, always more.
Millions die every time, lessons are not learnt - what will it take?

The Holy Land - we each have a land which we call and consider holy.
Which is yours?

Shortlisted for the Art Gemini Prize 2018, exhibited at Menier Gallery, Southwark.
Exhibited at The Barbican Library solo show June 2019.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 222

Artist ID: 222
Artwork 4 Title: And Blood Will Fall
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 65 x 84 x 0.1
Artwork 4 Medium: Collage & mixed media
Artwork 4 Commentary: The many countries which reclaim land, use sand and other precious resources to grow
cities from sand air and water just because they have the money to do so, do this in an unethical and unsustainable
way for the planet.
We do not see the longterm effects of this extremely harmful practice. Colossal amounts of energy are wasted to
air-condition sky-scrapers with thousands of empty flats, to water golf courses in 40 degree environments, to
maintain ski-slopes in those soaring temperatures!! and there is much more..how is this sustainable??
Who will pay the price??
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 223
Artist Name: Iddo Gruengard
Website: https://www.iddoact.com
IG:
Artist Statement: I am an interdisciplinary artist researching new perspectives from people with disabilities (I am a
paraplegic in a wheelchair from a motorcycle accident in India). My art investigates body-space-technology in
different mediums: film, performance, installation, stills and new media.
These alternate perspectives summon enquiries regarding intimacy, trauma, memory, political and social forces,
contemporary sci-fi and post humanism.
My work is about real people and real experiences woven into a fantastic tale, and a technological metamorphosis,
where the human's soul overcomes and immerses with the new technological beat.
This opens up to confessions about our subconscious drive to evolve withstanding the obstacles reality throws at us.

My work has beed displayed and performed in Israel, UK, US and Greece.
B. Arch from Tel-Aviv university and an MA in Performance Design and Practice from Central Saint Martins, London.
Notes:
https://www.iddoact.com/playback-paralysis

Artist ID: 223
Artwork 1 Title: Upgrade Ofra's time
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 167x250x4
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography
Artwork 1 Commentary: This photo is part of a series of photos from my series Upgrade - a gang of people with
disability robbing a bionic equipment lab.
Transhumanism and Post-humanism is evident in the disabled society today ad more users are dependent on bionic
and embedded equipment. But is the technological upgrade an improvement? or does it create new disabilities?
Alternate lives bring new perspectives.
Created together with Maya Baran
Model - Ofra Naga
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 223
Artwork 2 Title: Upgrade Beja steals
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 250x170x4
Artwork 2 Medium: Photography
Artwork 2 Commentary: This photo is part of a series of photos from my series Upgrade - a gang of people with
disability robbing a bionic equipment lab.
Transhumanism and Post-humanism is evident in the disabled society today ad more users are dependent on bionic
and embedded equipment. But is the technological upgrade an improvement? or does it create new disabilities?
Alternate lives bring new perspectives.
Created together with Maya Baran
Model - Beja Nebaba
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 223
Artwork 3 Title: Upgrade Beja metamorphosed
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 167x250x4
Artwork 3 Medium: Photography
Artwork 3 Commentary: This photo is part of a series of photos from my series Upgrade - a gang of people with
disability robbing a bionic equipment lab.
Transhumanism and Post-humanism is evident in the disabled society today ad more users are dependent on bionic
and embedded equipment. But is the technological upgrade an improvement? or does it create new disabilities?
Alternate lives bring new perspectives.
Created together with Maya Baran
Model - Beja Nebaba
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 223
Artwork 4 Title: Playback Paralysis
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 250X275X200
Artwork 4 Medium: New media installation
Artwork 4 Commentary: Interactive video-art installation documenting the journey of John from Ramallah and I
(Iddo from Tel-Aviv) in the old city of Jerusalem in Israel. The audience sits in a wheelchair and by rolling the wheels,
travels through the personal journey of either protagonist and their obstacles.. The new perspective of this
conflicted city distances the hostility a bit and immerses the audience in a chain of compassion from all sectors of
society. The videos were shot with GOPRO cameras and an HD camera. On a third screen our meeting in Ramallah,
where we drew borders on our bodies describing our disability in reference to the politic situation.
Created in Musrara art residency

https://www.iddoact.com/playback-paralysis

The installation is made up of 2 wheelchairs on bases, 3 computers, 3 plasma screens, 2 earphones, Arudino
components and appropriate cables and electric outlets.

Performers on video: John Elias Dabis and Iddo Gruengard
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 223

Artist ID: 225
Artist Name: Andrea Scopetta
Website: https://andreascopetta.tumblr.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/andreascopetta/?hl=en
Artist Statement: I would like to stop to write art statements as my curiosity moves me to explore a variety of
philosophic matter and art practice approaches that cannot be expressed in a statement that represents the very
nature of my research.
It's more the view of the world that can be described as artistic rather than my r-evolving practice or the use of a
particular material.
I am interested in concepts, ideas to materialise, philosophical and scientific theory, history and the concept of time.
Cultural studies, the aesthetic of contemporary art and the whole process that contributes to the making of an
artwork.
I found in sculpting and sculpture the right medium to
concretise and fixing some mark points along my exploration of the world so that I don't get lost in it.
I am also a writer (currently in the process of publishing a book/compendium about "An experiment with Time" of
W.Dunne as well as a new album of concrete/noise/experimental music which will be released next year.
Notes:

Artist ID: 225
Artwork 1 Title: Shelf
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 130 x 25 x 5
Artwork 1 Medium: White shelf, steel, clay, fixed dust and colours pigments
Artwork 1 Commentary: I made this work as a response to Alvien Lucier - I am sitting in a room - masterpiece.
It is an attempt to reflect about feedback and transformation, levels of understanding and the complex overwriting
power of life.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 225
Artwork 2 Title: Untitled
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30 x 13 x 9
Artwork 2 Medium: Concrete, modelling materials, steel
Artwork 2 Commentary: This work is part of a series of sculptures made in small scale but with the intention of being
turned ideally into a monumental sculptures.
They are like models and I am fascinated by the idiosyncratic differences and analogies between small and big
dimension. Beside the intimate version of a monument, like a souvenir that speak about domesticity and intimacy
versus the public dimension that the sculpture aims to become, the sense of domination and wonder that size and
macro dimensions can create.
(What I also thought while producing this series is the similarities between macro and micro in Physics and
Astronomy but this is a personal reference)
To underline the hidden similarities i choose to work with a sense of emptiness, using loose materials to avoid filling
the space with matter but rather give a sense of lightness and fragility to minimise the dominance effect in the
monumental scale and the sense of being an object in the small scale. I try to minimise those aspect to explore more
in depth the wonders of these two dimensions.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 225

Artist ID: 225
Artwork 3 Title: Untitled
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 160 x 29 x 21
Artwork 3 Medium: Black and white paper sheets
Artwork 3 Commentary: It is a column composed by layers of black and white A4 paper, piled up using the sequence
from Fibonacci's equation.
This work is directly connected to the study of the stratification of mineral and human resources, history and to the
perception of Time.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 225
Artwork 4 Title: Aloe Vera
Artwork 4 Dimensions: Variable dimensions, from floor to ceiling, also variable in numbers of Aloe Vera
Artwork 4 Medium: Steel cable, aloe vera.
Artwork 4 Commentary: This work is part of notes of an intimate journey through places and the book -Manifesto of
the Third Landscape by Gilles Clément. We made this journey together in Sicily.
The piece of work on display is the thin threads of this process of identification within the islander natural and
cultural landscape.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 226
Artist Name: Tolleck Winner
Website: www.tolleck.com
IG: tolleck_winner
Artist Statement: Tolleck Winner MRSS, is a passionate art creator.

He has had numerous solo exhibitions and participated in many group shows, in particular London’s Mayfair.

With this latest project, Tolleck's aim is to embrace a new way of viewing and discovering his unique vision of
abstract art.

The artist is well known for exploring aspects of philosophy, poetry, the notion of self and its place in society and
romanticising over our very existence. The recurring theme however is one of universal connection that keeps us
together; our humanity.
Notes:

Artist ID: 226
Artwork 1 Title: Reality
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 56cm x 15.5cm x 10cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Mild steel (mixed)
Artwork 1 Commentary: Artist piece, unique, 2017

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vxld03YA18Q
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 226
Artwork 2 Title: Today
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 57cm 15.8cm x 15.8cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Aluminium
Artwork 2 Commentary: Artist piece, unique, 2017
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 226
Artwork 3 Title: Tomorrow
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 54.5cm x 15.5cm x 15.5cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Aluminium
Artwork 3 Commentary: Artist piece, unique, 2017
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 226
Artwork 4 Title: Looking out
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 53.5cm x 22cm x 13.8
Artwork 4 Medium: Aluminium
Artwork 4 Commentary: Artist piece, unique, 2017
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 227
Artist Name: Johnny Morant
Website: www.johnnymorant.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/johnnymorant/
Artist Statement: Johnny Morant (b.1982) is a visual artist exploring themes of sustainability and social awareness
influenced by his travels and experiences. He is rapidly gaining recognition for his thought-provoking paintings, and
his work resides in a growing number of corporate and private collections including Smith & Williamson, Standard
Chartered Bank, Prudential plc, Old Mutual plc and P&O Cruises. Morant attended art school in Bristol and
Bournemouth and has lived and worked in London, Wiltshire and Amsterdam.
Notes:

Artist ID: 227
Artwork 1 Title: Allegory of hubris
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x100x5
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work revisits Rubens’ equestrian portrait of the Duke of Buckingham, with the insight of
the ‘Overview Effect’ now applied. A divisive character, the Duke commissioned self-dramatising portraits to
promote his political career. In an act of “arrogance and capriceâ€•, he requested to be looked up to by Neptune to
suggest his dominion over the sea. Overhead, a winged allegory of Fame signals victory (which evaded the
commander in real life) with trumpet in hand. The curiously proportioned horse is a Spanish jennet, a breed the
Duke introduced to Britain. With this contemporary interpretation we see the Duke reappointed as an Apollo
astronaut, challenging our understanding of influence and accomplishment.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 227
Artwork 2 Title: A new den
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 130x130x5
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: This work asks questions about the state of our environment as we reach a tipping point.
The situation could exist in the present day or centuries from now. Nature appears to have reclaimed abandoned
equipment discarded by an earlier visitor, the location is unknown but appears familiar. Explanations are hinted at,
but it is up to us to determine appropriate answers.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 227
Artwork 3 Title: On the shoulders of giants
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 130x100x5cm
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: A glimpse into a world overrun by nature but until now unvisited by humans. Precautions
must be taken to protect the our brave explorers until we learn more about this strange environment and the
danger it could pose to us. Little do we understand the real concern should be the dangers we could pose to it.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 227
Artwork 4 Title: Phenomenology
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 130x100x5
Artwork 4 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: A symbiotic relationship exists between our artificial technology and the natural world. By
working together we have overcome many of the restraints that held us back for centuries. Just as we were about to
destroy our own habitat, these technological breakthroughs saved our species. This is at least one possible outcome
but is yet to become reality.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 228
Artist Name: Jane Boyer
Website: www.janeboyer.com
IG: @jane_boyer https://www.instagram.com/jane_boyer/
Artist Statement: I am an artist-curator nearing submission of a practice-based PhD at Cambridge School of Art,
Anglia Ruskin University in Cambridge, UK. My practice has evolved from fine art photography to painting to the use
of digital media. Reprographic processes, that is, using digital printers, scanners and copy machines to create
artwork is my primary medium.

Repetition is a significant aspect to my work. However, it isn’t enough to simply reproduce something repeatedly. I
use memory, temporal disruptions, coded symbolism and incidental occurrences as objects in my practice. These
elements become the materiality of my work in the studio and my vision when curating, which causes repetition to
happen in the work. My aim is to reveal something of the intuitive communications that happen in the process of
looking. This intuitive communication is not always a perceptible ‘language,’ but something that troubles the
exchange of ideas.

When exploring in the studio, or conceptualising an exhibition theme, I am aware of this inherent destabilised
communication. I must choose to either fight against it and impose meaning, or embrace the problematic
misalignment of sharing ideas. I almost always choose the latter, because it is within these problematic alignments
where I see the vitality of art. It isn’t in the art object where this vitality sits, but in the mind that transform the art
object into something uniquely understood, going beyond my conception of it. Like Joseph Kosuth, I believe art is the
meaning we bring to an object.
Notes:

Artist ID: 228
Artwork 1 Title: Blue Sky Entanglements
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50 x 40 x 5 cm framed
Artwork 1 Medium: UV digital print on bible paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: This image is one of some 40 images made last year for a research residency at The
Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge. The project explored the creative agency of being allowed to photograph in
museum galleries. I theorised the research through Walter Benjamin’s notion of the dialectic image, which is an
intuitive image that appears in the mind in a flash when memory and historical objects collide. I allowed intuition to
guide me as I used my mobile phone to photograph objects in the museum. My only rule was to choose objects that
drew me in.

Working to capture photographically what I was seeing in the museum, Blue Sky Entanglements appropriates the
painting Hermes, Herse and Aglauros by Veronese in relation to an Italian baroque table. Then working with the
image on my computer, I used intuition again to create this reanimated image. I use the term ‘reanimated’ because
the images in this body of work are more than appropriations or alterations, they reanimate meaning in the original
bringing it into the present. The first thing I did was to replicate the blue sky using it like wallpaper to cover the
green walls of the museum. I also wanted to remove gallery labels from the image, and in doing so, I started to
notice the location where the cut and pasted elements where coming into the image. It felt important to leave traces
of those sites visible in the image. Finally, I replaced the gold nymphs at either end of the base with a solid black,
which seemed right to me for the image.

Initially, I was intrigued by the sexual tension between Hermes and Aglauros, and attracted by the sliver of blue sky
behind Herse, sister to Aglauros and love interest to Hermes. Doing research into Veronese and the story of this
myth in Ovid’s Metamorphoses, I discovered that Veronese was a master colourist and his speciality was erotically
entwined figures, which explained my attraction to these elements of the painting. Reading Ovid’s tale, I learned of
the consuming curse of envy levied on Aglauros by the goddess Minerva, and of Hermes entry into the scene by
dropping from the sky, where Aglauros bars his entry into Herse’s chamber. Everything in this painting is in relation
to Aglauros, and her fate of being consumed by lust and envy, at the same moment she is being turned to stone. In
other words, the moment when intuition is corrupted into the death of a forgetful past.

I was picking up on clues to these references in the painting and in its relationship to the table without realising it,
which turned into a contemporary reading of the painting and a myth for our own time: Blue Sky Entanglements is
suspended between the freedom of a blue sky and the pull of a dark underworld whose entrance is through a
hideously gapping mouth. The descent is held in check only by the sites of intersection where time is disrupted by
the appearance of a recursion in those prominent rectangles of colour.

Drawing a relationship between the connection we have to our mobile phones, which once was reserved for
devotional objects like prayer books, and because visiting a museum can be a reverential experience, I chose to print
these images on bible paper. To express the virtual spaces of memory, intuitive seeing, and the mobile phone used
to photograph in the museum, I also made a transparent book of these images in the size of a prayer book. This
book, which comes in a transparent acrylic slipcase, is a quirky object that materialises the function of time and
memory; as the moment of turning a page becomes disrupted by the past of previously turned pages and the future
of pages yet to be turned.

A video interpretation of the reading experience of this book was also produced, and is visible on my website,
www.janeboyer.com under RESEARCH, if interested.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 228

Artist ID: 228
Artwork 2 Title: Document5b
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 141.5 x 112cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital print on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: Contextualising my practice with the work of American artists R.H. Quaytman and Wade
Guyton for my doctoral thesis led to this work. Both Quaytman and Guyton referred to feeling relief at there no
longer being the weight of ‘the genius artist.’ That is, artists no longer have to be at the centre of meaning for the
work. While I agree with this, I felt that Quaytman and Guyton were still very much at the centre of their work.
Quaytman’s distinctive process, even though it is a system that anyone can use, still relies heavily on her aesthetic
and experience in creating the paintings. And Guyton’s work, also reliant on his aesthetic, takes source material from
Guyton’s interests and objects used in his daily life. I wondered if it would be possible to truly separate the artist
from the work, feeling that even attempts made by Conceptual artists, such as Sol LeWitt, still situated the artist as
the source of instruction to making a work. Likewise, an artist like Martin Creed whose work seems to be at odds
with the notion of the ‘artist genius’ proposes an audacious agent who is central to the work. Without Creed’s
audacity, who would think these works into being? Perhaps the same was said about Duchamp in regard to choosing
an object.

Document5b is my response to this question. Using Microsoft Word, I create a standard A4 page, remove all
margins, then create a rectangle shape to cover the page. I fill this rectangle with one of the gradient choices
available from the programme. Taking this ‘image,’ which really is no image at all, only a digital gradient effect, into
Adobe Photoshop where I add pattern overlays to alter it further. The imagery is strictly confined to these two
aspects of the programmes so as not to invoke an aesthetic mastery of the software.

While I make minimal aesthetic choices, which is largely a choice of when to stop adding effects, these ‘images’ use
no pictorial imagery, are only connected to me in the sense that these are programmes I use on a daily basis, and are
utterly reproducible by anyone with enough knowledge of using the effects in these programmes. They aren’t
audacious, they pose no rules, or make any claims. However, they do pose an uncanny sense of recognitionâ€”of a
place known, or an object understoodâ€”when they are none of these things, and can offer no clues to the identity
who created them.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 228

Artist ID: 228
Artwork 3 Title: Disruptor
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 167 x 118cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Hyper-replication: Digital print on paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: This print is what I call a ‘hyper-replication’ where an image is repeated to such an extent
that it nearly disappears. This image is only limited by the printer it was printed on. It could conceivably run to
infinity.

As a precursor to visualising the sites where copied and pasted elements are brought into the image in Blue Sky
Entanglements, Disruptor suggests there is always a site of disruption where repetition takes place.

The logic of my practice is to reuse, resample and reimage older work to make new work. The image used to make
Disruptor is an installation shot from a solo exhibition I curated of my work in 2015. All of the little details I’ve
mentioned here about this work, i.e. over repetition, disappearance, running to infinity, and a site of disruption,
function to raise questions of artistic obscurity. Aligned with a context of twenty-first century communications, it
raises issues of the pressure of social media as a dissemination and marketing tool for artists, because this
installation shot has been frequently used in my various online social media profiles.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 228

Artist ID: 228
Artwork 4 Title: Selection_1
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 122 x 112cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Reprographic print on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: This work is an example of how singular prints can be made through reprographic methods.
The imagery comes from random selections made on the computer by double-clicking a close-up detail image of a
painting I did in 2016. In other words, this is a minute selection from a small section of a very large painting to show
detail. This selection was expanded to the extent of the printer parameters and then printed onto a pre-cut piece of
canvas. The pre-cut canvas is important because as a ‘loose sheet’ how the canvas feeds into the printer can be a
fruitful source of intriguing mishaps that happen during the printing process. My method for printing these images
was to pass them through the printer until something unusual happened. In this case, it was the second pass that
produced the unexpected results. I anticipated the second pass would be a near repeat of the position of the first
imprint. Instead what happened was a significant displacement that I have no way of accounting for in the printing
process. This visualises the otherwise disregarded, and often unwanted, chance intrusions of the digital or
mechanical process. These selections are at the opposite end of the scale from the hyper-replication I’ve mentioned.
Going from the minute to the hyper-replicated explores the changes that happen as differences of form are pushed
to their outer limits.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 229
Artist Name: Pascale Calcutt
Website:
IG: https://www.instagram.com/pascale_calcutt_artist/
Artist Statement: I am a British self-taught painter who is considerably influenced by the old masters. Oil paint
captivates me; its flexible nature allows me to express myself in a way that I cannot with words. Once I have found
the perfect harmony of composition I build up my works over several layers, allowing the painting to guide me
towards bringing the image alive. Flowers are a theme that I constantly return to as they capture the inevitable
passing of time and the fleeting nature of existence. My subject matter, canvas size and technique vary due to my
experimental character but every piece I create is fundamentally about life.
Notes:

Artist ID: 229
Artwork 1 Title: Geum
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 41x31x2
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint
Artwork 1 Commentary: A red geum flower sits in a simple glass bottle atop a wooden table. This piece conveys
solitude, sadness and morality with the drooping curvature to the stem. The single flower has begun to wilt and
wither which reminds viewers of the transience of human life. The petals have been painted using thick paint so they
appear to jump out from the canvas and the eye is drawn to this focal point. This piece makes one reflect on the fact
that all living things are temporary and we too are slowly deteriorating as we contemplate this painting.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 229
Artwork 2 Title: Narcissus
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50x50x2
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil paint
Artwork 2 Commentary: This yellow and orange dried daffodil head is deceased yet immortal at the same time. It has
retained its colour and is in a state of preservation but its beauty has been grossly distorted. The magnified scale
makes you look at every detail; the fragility of the transparent petals and the veins that are no longer pumping with
life. The sharp edges, warm colours and strong contrasts bring the image forward and the plain background forces
you to keep your whole attention on the flower itself. It communicates the human fear of death, wide scale beliefs in
an afterlife and the nonsensical craving for eternity.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 229
Artwork 3 Title: Dianthus
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 51x51x2
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil Paint
Artwork 3 Commentary: This vibrant flower head is bursting with life, highlighting the beauty of nature. The
intensely dark background dramatically illuminates and enhances the three dimensionality of the pink and white
dianthus. Time stands still in this painting; this flower will never suffer the ageing process. It has been granted
eternal life but with its enlarged scale one can see that even this carnation is not perfect in its symmetry. Human
perfectionism is self-destructive because there is no such thing. Even nature in its prime cannot achieve this goal.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 229
Artwork 4 Title: Red Boat in Sea Storm
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 56x66x1
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil Paint
Artwork 4 Commentary: This atmospheric scene captures the turbulent energy of a storm at sea using loose brush
techniques. A solitary sailing boat struggles in the elements, which represents humankind’s helpless battle against
the vast forces of nature. The swirling sky, blurred edges and dry impasto brush strokes were painted quickly to
create a sense of movement. The light draws you into the centre of the painting that depicts a fleeting moment in a
dreamlike fantasy.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 231
Artist Name: Ulrike Belloni
Website:
IG: ulrikebelloniart
Artist Statement: I am an italian figurative painter trained classically in Florence in the sight size method.
I primarily paint portraits from life, to the scale of life with oil paint. My approach to oil painting is especially
inspired by Velasquez and Van Dyck and their ability to capture the spirit of their sitters.
I have a simple love of observing, interpreting and representing people. Working from life creates a powerful
experience between painter and sitter, opening a window on human condition witch is the main focus of portraiture.
Since young age I developed, alongside painting, an interest in social and political activism. After graduating in
Socio-politics in Italy, I've studied in Brazil to pursue a Master degree in international politics and development
studies. In Brazil I had my fist work experience in an NGO, teaching and organizing recreational activities in a
kindergarden. Here I started to develop a strong interest around the matter of empowering women.
I soon came across the fact that in my country every other day a woman is victim of domestic violence, and I
decided to paint the majority of women I can, intensely trying to convey on the canvas all the life and power that I
see and feel in them, in the most honest and direct way I know.
Notes:

Artist ID: 231
Artwork 1 Title: Alessandra
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50x60 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on linen
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 231
Artwork 2 Title: Betta
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40x50 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on linen
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 231
Artwork 3 Title: Andrea
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50x60 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on linen
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 231
Artwork 4 Title: Alex
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 40x50 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on linen
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 233
Artist Name: Chiara Taddeucci Sassolini
Website:
IG:
Artist Statement: In my works I try to translate what life means to me: layers of experience and pieces of emotions.
Each single scrap of paper I use in my paintings stands for a significant episode that is attached in my memory. I am
the result of all these scraps blended together: I don't see them but they are engraved in my mind.
Notes:

Artist ID: 233
Artwork 1 Title: Equinox
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150x100x5
Artwork 1 Medium: paper, glue, metal nail, acrylic painting, metal, viscose tape yarn on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: The woman looks at both night and day that in this particular time of the year have the
same length . The two circles of about the same size, one right below the head and the other one at the bottom of
the painting , means that the woman is part of the equinox as two opposite and equal faces of her soul.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 233
Artwork 2 Title: Giant Steps
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100x62x2
Artwork 2 Medium: paper, glue, metallic foil, wool yarn, acrylic paint on wood board
Artwork 2 Commentary: The Evolution of a Soul made through giant steps in to life.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 233
Artwork 3 Title: Lullaby
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 120x100x5
Artwork 3 Medium: paper, glue, acrylic paint, metallic foil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: The round shaped figures remember me of those were coming to my mind when my
mother sang a lullaby to me when I was a child.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 233
Artwork 4 Title: Watermelon Man
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 150x100x5
Artwork 4 Medium: Paper, glue, acrylic painting, metallic foil on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: A tribute to Herbie Hencock's legendary song
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 234
Artist Name: Jennifer Robison
Website:
IG: @jrobisonphotography
Artist Statement: Autobiographical metaphors in response to surviving thyroid cancer as a constrictive disease, and
how it controls a person’s life. The work explores the duality of objects and illness through constant observation and
examination of the two. Thyroid removal means being under continuous supervision for life, going through biannual
lab tests and medication monitoring with no end in sight. Having routine examinations leaves little time to escape
the reminder that I am forever someone with cancer. My attempts to come to terms with why I feel uncomfortable
about surviving cancer led me to start photographing butterflies, the universal symbol for thyroid disease. The
autobiographical and nano scale butterfly images represent the soul search in having a disease and accepting myself.
Micron and Nano are words that were beyond my scope of knowledge until I started trying to figure out how I feel
about the phrase "cancer survivor.â€• Looking at the infinitesimally small structures inspires me to make images
about different controlling aspects of the disease, trying to find acceptance in calling myself a survivor.
Notes:

Artist ID: 234
Artwork 1 Title: An unusally lonley place
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 24x18 inches
Artwork 1 Medium: photography
Artwork 1 Commentary: The sand images developed as I worked through what radiation therapy felt like. It
obliterates the thyroid and has some interesting short and long term side effects.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 234
Artwork 2 Title: An Unusally lonley place
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 24x18inches
Artwork 2 Medium: photography
Artwork 2 Commentary: The sand images developed as I worked through what radiation therapy felt like. It
obliterates the thyroid and has some interesting short and long term side effects.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 234
Artwork 3 Title: Irrelevant words
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 24x18inches
Artwork 3 Medium: photography
Artwork 3 Commentary: Doctors appointments are a place I simply say as little as possible to leave, I wouldn’t dare
bring up any problems I might be experiencing. It would be insignificant either way.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 234
Artwork 4 Title: Mutual feelings
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 24x18inches
Artwork 4 Medium: photography
Artwork 4 Commentary: Illness intertwines a person with the medical professional offering treatment, the practice
of medicine is always evolving and changing. The snake is used in medicine as a symbol of healing.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 235
Artist Name: Irene Giannettino
Website: https://irenegiannettino.wixsite.com/portfolio/artworks
IG: irene_yreen
Artist Statement: I believe art is the best way to explore your inner self and the world around you, to contemplate
life, understand it and appreciate it more.
With my work I tell stories of everyday life. My process starts with one or many photographs. I like to visit new
places and cities, become invisible behind my camera and catch the feeling through it.
Photography is a fast way to imprint an idea which can take form starting from a picture quickly taken of a particular
moment or several research photographs if I want to talk about a specific subject. I use them as a collection of
details, figures and feelings, then I take those elements and overlay them to give a different stronger meaning,
add/remove colours to illustrates the feeling better and focus the attention on determinate details. I want to show
something immediately recognisable, but also capable of transmitting a deeper meaning if looked thoroughly. Taking
inspiration from personal experiences, I represent moments of self-reflection where I find myself look and
investigate about the meaning of life, aiming to build a connection with the observers and bringing them to think
and look at life differently.
Most of the time I use acrylics and brush pens due to their fast-drying ability, I like to work fast and stay focused
without interruptions; sometimes I sketch elements or figures on acetate sheets and move them around the canvas
to quickly find the best composition between them and the background.
Notes:

Artist ID: 235
Artwork 1 Title: Ground Floor
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 102x76cm
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic, brush pen and strips of paper on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: As an emerging artist, I spend most of my time in my studio, which accidentally is my room
also. While I usually listen to a lot of music to keep my flow going, sometimes I stop the music for a time and listen to
the world around me. Living on the ground floor can make you feel like if you are in the middle of the street but,
when you're behind a light sun-shade, it's like being invisible, you can hear people walking by having their great or
bad day, leave behind them half-sentences that make you think. What are they talking about, what are they doing,
where are they going. You listen and start imagining at their life, at your life and feel like you are part of something,
you are in company.
The idea behind 'Ground Floor' is to reproduce that feeling of being alone yet surrounded by many other people,
travellers as you are into the experience of life. I painted my room with studio essential, drew on the sun-shade
faces-resembled lines, like shadows of people passing by, and attached on the canvas strips of sentences I heard and
wrote down. The viewers are in a bed, in front of them a dog looking at the window, dragging their curiosity. What's
happening outside, who are those voices, where are they, that's up to them to choose.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 235
Artwork 2 Title: Norwich Market
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 62x46cm
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic and brush pen on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: Throughout 2019 I took part in the Wildfire Gallery project and travelled around England to
represent what inspired me of each city I visited.
Norwich Market is the artwork I created after my research-visit in Norwich.
When you go to Norwich Market the first thing you notice is the colourful rooftops, so bright and vibrant, it seems
like they evoke the inside: a mix of characters drinking, chatting and eating; good smells that make you feel hungry
and good vibes all around.
For such a captivating market a needed to create a captivating painting, so I combined the first impact of those
colourful top shapes to create a background and drew on it an outline of an inside scene. Both background and
figures share the same strong vibes.
When you see the painting those bright tones catch your eyes, they scream and invites you to come closer and
watch inside, and when you move closer, it’s as if you've just turned the corner and saw this charming scene of a
couple drinking a coffee, perhaps eating, for sure having a laugh with the guy who works in there, and you feel like
you want to go there and enjoy little things in life.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 235

Artist ID: 235
Artwork 3 Title: Stone Skipping
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50x50cm
Artwork 3 Medium: acrylic and brush pen on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: I once was in Brighton and, while walking through the beach, I looked at the old pier and
started to think about life and death. How easy can it be for such a big building to simply burn down to ashes and
how awful that must have been. Then, I looked around me and there it was: a lovely scene of a father with his son
throwing rocks at the ocean. A picture full of life, in total contrast with the decaying old pier. the man was playing
like a child, and patiently, teaching to his son the old trick that makes the rocks skip many times. There it was, the
contrast between life and death, vitality and lifeless.
I painted that stunning ocean full of life with vibrant colours and drew on it the old pier and just an outline of the
father and son scene, to emphasize the connection between the figures and the structure. We can make our choices
and experiences in life but, in the end, we all are fragile structures in front of the strength of nature, therefore stop
for a second and appreciate what you're doing, shape your life the way you want it to be.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 235
Artwork 4 Title: Laughing Tangerine
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 31x31cm
Artwork 4 Medium: brush pens on paper
Artwork 4 Commentary: Laughing truly is contagious.
I was walking around the market when I noticed this lady chatting with a friend and suddenly bursting into laughter,
I promptly grabbed my camera to capture the moment, and then I looked at them and felt like a warm feeling, I felt
joy. I don't know what they were laughing at, there surrounded by tangerines, I only thought how powerful those
moments are, sharing a laugh with a friend, someone once said to me that’s the best way to start a day.
I took inspiration from the picture taken and decided to eliminate any colour but yellow, orange and green. I made
of the orange and yellow the vibrant energy of happiness in balance with the green, the colour of life, experience
and regeneration.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 236
Artist Name: Kira Behnert
Website: https://www.KiraBehnertArt.com
IG: @kirabehnert_art
Artist Statement: KIRA BEHNERTÂ is an international mixed-media artistÂ based in London. Â HerÂ artworks are
contrast-rich,Â optimistic expressions of herÂ experience ofÂ the world around her: from a childhoodÂ in Germany,
years of study in the US andÂ travels to visually rich countries with rich cultures such as the Middle East, to her life
now in cosmopolitanÂ London.Â

Deeply influenced by the ideology 'anything is possible', her paintings radiate an energetic,Â positive outlook on life.
She aims to push her paintingsÂ towards abstraction,Â leavingÂ artworksÂ deliberately open-ended and intriguing to
the viewer. Â She builds upÂ complexÂ layers of paint, collage, and texture to reflectÂ the richnessÂ of life's
experiences, whilst aiming to captureÂ the special qualityÂ of carefree, light-filled summers. Colour is a fascination
to her, reflected in beautiful harmonies and interesting contrasts. In every piece she aims toÂ balance visualÂ depth
and complexityÂ withÂ a feelingÂ of hopefulness and spontaneity. Â
Notes:

Artist ID: 236
Artwork 1 Title: Berlin - The Wall
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 cm x 100 cm x 5 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylics, Oil, Ink, Crayons, Pastels, Collage
Artwork 1 Commentary: My ‘Berlin’ series of mixed media canvases is a personal homage to my family and my birth
country, Germany. Â Fortunately my family escaped from East Berlin just at the start of the construction of the wall
in 1961, allowing me later a life of freedom and choice.

To express the complexity of urban life in Berlin after the fall of the wall in 1989 and the long process of
reunification, I use layers of paint, collage and printing in an abstract way. Â I am inspired by the visual remnants of
the wall with people’s colourful drawings and writing expressing their pain and anger at the time and the contrast
with new and historic urban dwellings and life there today.Â
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 236
Artwork 2 Title: Berlin - Reunified City
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100 cm x 100 cm x 5 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylics, Household Paint, Oil, Crayons, Collage
Artwork 2 Commentary: My ‘Berlin’ series of mixed media canvases is a personal homage to my family and my birth
country, Germany. Â Fortunately my family escaped from East Berlin just at the start of the construction of the wall
in 1961, allowing me later a life of freedom and choice.

In this artwork I aim to express a mix of contrasting architecture and communities in reunified Berlin i.e. modern
high rise offices against run down garages and small exotic shops and bistros, in line with the multicultural mix of
people in this vibrant city today. For this, I use different paints (acrylics, oil, household paint), mark making and
collage in rich layers. Brush strokes are lose and spontaneous. Despite its many contrast, the result is a visual of
harmony and successful coexistence.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 236
Artwork 3 Title: Utah - Lake Powell after Sunset
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60 cm x 60 cm x 4 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylics, Spray Paint, Oil Pastels on Wooden Board.
Artwork 3 Commentary: Lake Powell after Sunset' is part of my 'Limitless Horizons of Utah' series in which I explore
the natural beauty of Southern Utah: the range of colours of the Navajo sandstone - red, brown, pink, salmon, gold
and even white - from various forms of Iron oxide within the rock, against endless turquoise skies.

In this artwork I express my experience of nights at Lake Powell, with orange lights still glowing over the dark deep
water surrounded by majestic warm rocks when the sun has set and the summer heat is still simmering until late. To
capture the feeling of sand and rock, I use wooden boards as base. I layer with acrylics, oils, paint sprays, pastels, and
collage to capture the sensation of warm sandy rocks, mysterious darkness of sky and lake, and the afterglow of the
sun.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 236
Artwork 4 Title: Utah - Memories of Native America
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 40 cm x 40 cm x 4 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylics and Oil Pastels on Wooden Board.
Artwork 4 Commentary: Travelling through Southern Utah I was not only captured by the beautiful landscape of
salmon coloured rocks and endless turquoise skies but by the history of Native Americans and their beautiful Art - in
Fashion, Jewellery, Artworks, Textiles. I aimed to capture some of these many impressions in layering of expressive
colour, pattern and lose strong marks in my artwork.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 237
Artist Name: Lydia Lee
Website: www.painter-lydia.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/haeeun25/
Artist Statement: I am an abstract artist based in Seoul.
I abstract my feelings.
I imagine a landscape with a personal experience. The landscape represents the relationship between me and
society and people. Shows what can't be shaped I think it is true and beauty.
I mainly use pastels and oil paintings. Both of them are used together, but they have good texture.
The variety of textures gives me a new perspective.
There seems to be the power to leave space and present a new space. I am convinced that the immaterial lightness
in my paintings gives humans a visual experience of freedom. The oil painting allows the brush to be expressed in
various ways with emotion. When I work, I enjoy being completely immersed in my ego and expressing something in
the joy of leaving the ego to direct and move a world.
Therefore, the space in the picture depicts a large space, which I play as the conductor, and the color and other
formative elements keep moving, and I control them. So when I draw Have multiple working experiences. I am now
squeezing this process when I think I have entered a certain sphere of stability, experiencing mysterious catharsis in
the fear of being nervous and ruined.
Something seems to be important between tension and harmony. The rise will be a force to give the audience an
experience.
Notes:

Artist ID: 237
Artwork 1 Title: The Castle
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 130x160x2.8 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: It was influenced by the shape of the Ottawa library, built in Gothic style.
The interior of the library has several archways. I thought about Alice falling into a cave and it was like a maze. I
tried to give mysterious feeling to the inner space of the library, and I drew the exterior of the building into the inner
space and made it completely my own space. Humans sometimes do not want to be conscious of themselves.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 237
Artwork 2 Title: Invisible force
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 91x162x2.5cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: Numerous buildings give me the idea of an organ of some body. The building and the
building seem to be connected to each other and the rest seems not to exist without one.
I visualized this as if it were a relationship between me and society, family and friends. I want to get sympathy from
the fact that their relationship is the reason why humans live.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 237
Artwork 3 Title: The Conclusion
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 130x162x2.5cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: The conclusion is that my brain cells flow in each direction and the scene accumulates in
time.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 237
Artwork 4 Title: Everything is connected
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 194x300x2.5 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: Everyday scenery is a still scene. Like a still life on the table. Suddenly no one came to me
like a welcome. But I will keep looking forward to it. As long as an event occurs that can change to my efforts, it is
present.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 242
Artist Name: Samantha Louise Emery
Website: https://www.samanthalouiseemery.art
IG: https://www.instagram.com/samanthaikona/?hl=en
Artist Statement: I am dedicated contemporary female storytelling, creating portraits of the women who inspire me
and promote female empowerment.

In my portrait series IKONA | Mirrored Interior, I celebrate ten significant women alive today who have inspired my
journey. I translate the energy and strength I see in each of these women onto the canvas through an intuitive
process using digital drawing, hand embroidery, painting and photo compositing. Each portrait includes a selfportrait in an effort to document and understand my own evolution as a woman, and the connection I feel with each
subject.
Notes:

Artist ID: 242
Artwork 1 Title: IKONA | Mirrored Interior, Krystyne Griffin
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 132cm x 168cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital, Acrylic, Photo, Latex, Fiber on Canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: IKONA | Mirrored Interior is a multimedia portrait series depicting the female muses who
have inspired me throughout my life. Each piece is symbolic of human awareness and the feminine condition. This
Krystyne Griffin, nurturing godmother and elegant jewellery designer.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 242
Artwork 2 Title: IKONA | Mirrored Interior, Jane Goodall
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 132cm x 168cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital, Acrylic, Photo, Latex, Fiber on Canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: IKONA | Mirrored Interior is a multimedia portrait series depicting the female muses who
have inspired me throughout my life. Each piece is symbolic of human awareness and the feminine condition. This is
Jane Goodall, renowned conservationist and impassioned animal rights activist.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 242
Artwork 3 Title: IKONA | Mirrored Interior, Laurie Anderson
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 132cm x 168cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Digital, Acrylic, Photo, Latex, Fiber on Canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: IKONA | Mirrored Interior is a multimedia portrait series depicting the female muses who
have inspired me throughout my life. Each piece is symbolic of human awareness and the feminine condition. This is
Laurie Anderson, acclaimed American creative pioneer, avant-garde artist, composer, musician and film director.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 242
Artwork 4 Title: IKONA | Mirrored Interior, Catilin Moran
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 132cm x 168cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Digital, Acrylic, Photo, Latex, Fiber on Canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: IKONA | Mirrored Interior is a multimedia portrait series depicting the female muses who
have inspired me throughout my life. Each piece is symbolic of human awareness and the feminine condition. This is
Caitlin Moran, riveting author and comedian.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 244
Artist Name: MEI-LIN LIN
Website: https://www.flickr.com/photos/45204069@N03/page3
IG:
Artist Statement: In Mei-Lin Lin’s creations, she uses a combination of painting and photography layering, similar to
image superimposition in the multiple exposure technique of photography.
By integrating the various layers of images using post production techniques, a novel and colorful picture is created.
Using stark contrasting color blocks and unconventional methods, she hopes to guide viewers into her interpreted
world.
Notes:

Artist ID: 244
Artwork 1 Title: Tree
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 84*56CM
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital collage
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 244
Artwork 2 Title: Stone
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 84*56cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital collage
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 244
Artwork 3 Title: Word
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 84*56cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Digital collage
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 244
Artwork 4 Title: Morning Glory
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 54*36cm
Artwork 4 Medium: watercolor painting
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 245
Artist Name: Leonardo Bignell
Website:
IG: leonardoxlambert
Artist Statement: I was introduced to cardboard at the age of 8 when a local artist Nicola Burrell came into my
Primary School and did a workshop with us on portraits in cardboard for the Queens Jubilee. I came home after that
and asked my parents for a glue gun and if we could save all of our cardboard. I have been sculpting with cardboard
ever since.

Earlier this year at the age of 16, I was given the opportunity to showcase my work at Turners, an independent
menswear shop in Colchester, which got good TV and newspaper coverage. From that I met the curator of The
Minories Gallery in Colchester and have just secured my first solo exhibition there for the whole of June 2020 in
which I will be exhibiting paintings, drawings, photography and sculpture. I have also just been booked to have an
international solo exhibition in Sardinia for the whole of August 2020.

I have just turned 17 and I am studying Art, Photography and Psychology at A Level (plus and EPQ) which I will sit in
2021. I see my future as an artist, but do not want to restrict myself to any one material or medium.
Notes:

Artist ID: 245
Artwork 1 Title: Native American
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 35 x 35 x 10cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Cardboard
Artwork 1 Commentary: A cardboard sculpture created in 2018 focusing on form and proportion
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 245
Artwork 2 Title: Small Head
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 7 x 4 x 4cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Cardboard
Artwork 2 Commentary: A small portrait based on a viking
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 245
Artwork 3 Title: Portrait of Cillian Murphy
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 9 x 7 x 9cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Cardboard
Artwork 3 Commentary: First attempt at lifelike portrait in cardboard
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 245
Artwork 4 Title: Samurai
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 30 x 10 x 15cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Cardboard
Artwork 4 Commentary: Mid 2019 cardboard sculpture resembling a Japanese Ronin.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 247
Artist Name: Magdalena Gluszak - Holeksa
Website:
IG: www.instagram.com/magdalena_gluszak
Artist Statement: I evoke fleeting personal moments. These landscapes and sceneries seem to be never settled, as
though they are in a constant transformation. Forms turn into mountains, the figure becomes a glacier, hair
resembles a frozen nocturnal waterfall. In relation to the primordial states of memory, the process of mark making
allows me to trace thoughts and give meaning to what was first and what was never fully experienced. As we
naturally find comfort in knowledge my work aims to encourage reasoning that engages with the hypothetical and
perhaps not fully comprehensible.

What is more accurate - is it what happened, what is now, or what is going to be? Painting allows me to explore this
uncertainty as a state of mind, and create new compositional narratives from photographs of where I grew up, as
well as places I only pass through. Through collage I carefully deconstruct imagery to create a detachment from an
initial meaning. These new images reflect on the changeability of awareness and vulnerability of memory, when
influenced by time.

The recognizable parts of the images intend to be like “anchorsâ€• directing the sense of the orientation in the
paintings. Altering the limits of our perception, the present is in a continuous state of becoming, which is signalled by
the areas that appear without dimension. The line between the 'emptiness' and the edges of form suggest the
spheres of our knowledge that are not fully formed and moments when memories are not yet recognised and before
sensory experiences and reasoning start shaping them.
Notes:

Artist ID: 247
Artwork 1 Title: My Burden Is Light
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 80 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 247
Artwork 2 Title: My Whole Body Receives (Time)
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 130 x 200 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: This piece is a diptych and consists of two separate canvases.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 247
Artwork 3 Title: Un - knowing
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 130 x 200 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: This piece is a diptych and consists of two separate canvases.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 247
Artwork 4 Title: The State of Things
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 120 x 90 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 248
Artist Name: Marian Hyland
Website:
IG: Marianhyland_art
Artist Statement: My practice centres around the relationships of space, shape and colour, created by the interplay
between drawing, painting and collage.
I look for the underlying abstract qualities in everything around me and am often drawn to textures and marks left
behind through decay and neglect. Expressive mark making, surface texture, layers and the history of the
underpainting are all important factors.
Paintings evolve intuitively, working to FIND rather than MAKE the image. Every mark challenges me to search and
find the solution. I want each piece to ‘surprise’ me and then hope the viewer will see a painting they can connect
with in their own way but that still holds some mystery and intrigue.
Notes:

Artist ID: 248
Artwork 1 Title: On the Wildside
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 94.5 x 125 x 5.5
Artwork 1 Medium: Collage, charcoal, ink and acrylic
Artwork 1 Commentary: Working with a limited and muted colour pallet, I as aiming for a sense of movement and to
create different points of interest whilst maintaining a cohesive whole.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 248
Artwork 2 Title: On the Edge
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 95 x 125 x 3.5
Artwork 2 Medium: Collage, ink, charcoal and acrylic
Artwork 2 Commentary: This painting came about after visiting an exhibition showing paintings with large ‘empty’
areas. My intention was to create a large portion as the ‘quiet’ space but to make that space have as much interest
as possible.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 248
Artwork 3 Title: Universal
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 98 x 127 x 5.5
Artwork 3 Medium: Collage, charcoal and acrylic
Artwork 3 Commentary: Challenged myself to use mainly shades of blue, with layering and mark making to achieve
my objective.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 248
Artwork 4 Title: Holding Together
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 35.5 x 35.5 x 5.5
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil and charcoal
Artwork 4 Commentary: Using my preferred muted pallet, this painting was my response to initial mark making and
feeling my way through until I reached the stage when it felt ‘right’.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 252
Artist Name: Sophie Gautier
Website:
IG:
Artist Statement: SG Art
I paint during my free time. My paintings are always inspired from photos.
Although I academically studied history of Art, I was never taught the techniques on how to paint with oil.
Notes:

Artist ID: 252
Artwork 1 Title: The Girl in the Red Shoes
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120 x 150 x 2
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil
Artwork 1 Commentary: SG Art
Oil on stretched canvas
Inspired by a photo
3 colours: Ivory black, Titanium white and Brilliant red
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 252
Artwork 2 Title: Lavender Field
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100 x 100
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil
Artwork 2 Commentary: OIl on stretched canvas
Inspired from a photo
Use of 4 colours: Terre Verte (Hue), Colbat Violet (Hue), Titanium white, Rose Madder
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 252
Artwork 3 Title: Balade
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 120 x 120 x4
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil
Artwork 3 Commentary: Oil on stretched canvas
Inspired from a photo
Colours used: Yellow ocre, Burnt amber, White titanium, Permanent blue, Red Cadnium
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 252
Artwork 4 Title: Tulips
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 180 x 120 x 4
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil
Artwork 4 Commentary: Oil on stretched canvas
Inspired from a photo
Colours used: Hooker's green, Rose madder, Burnt Amber, Cadmium yellow Hue and Titanium white
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 253
Artist Name: Stefan J Schaffeld
Website: https://www.stefanschaffeld.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/stefanschaffeldart/
Artist Statement: Material Transformation - Vulnerability - Disruption

Vulnerability and a sense of fragmentation are informed also by today’s media culture. Medical imaging techniques
allow us to see through and inside of us. What was invisible becomes visible. Our skin is no longer a protective
surface; it becomes permeable and transparent - and eventually invisible. Clothes act as our second protective skin,
concealing and revealing.

Transformation and interaction with materials are informing my practice of crossing boundaries of conventional
conceptions of painting or sculpture. Through experiencing resistance and interaction of materiality I explore the
psychological realm of vulnerability and fragmentation and created works could be seen as my visual response to the
invisible intrusion of medical and media culture. I do invite the audience to engage in a spatial relationship - it may
reveal more than a surface.

My practice is informed by the visual aesthetics of the medical gaze of Helen Chadwick late works and a sense of
disruptive spaces of Mona Hatoum.
Notes:

Artist ID: 253
Artwork 1 Title: Sculptural Skin
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40 x 25 x 5
Artwork 1 Medium: fabric, acrylic paint, metal
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 253
Artwork 2 Title: Gaze at Me
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60 x 50 x 2
Artwork 2 Medium: latex, acrylic paint, metal
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 253
Artwork 3 Title: Don't Touch My Skin #2
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60 x 35 x 10
Artwork 3 Medium: acrylic paint, metal
Artwork 3 Commentary: dimensions approx.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 253
Artwork 4 Title: Don't Touch My Skin #1
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 70 x 40 x 10
Artwork 4 Medium: acrylic paint, metal
Artwork 4 Commentary: dimensions approx.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 254
Artist Name: Madeleina Kay
Website: www.madeleinakay.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/madeleina_kay/
Artist Statement: When the individual feels powerless to fight for values they feel are under threat, or to challenge
injustice and narratives of hate, Art can be used as a tool of empowerment; to speak out and communicate a
message in which others find meaning. Art provokes dialogue which can build a movement through expressing
solidarity for a shared cause, providing a vision which inspires others to believe that an alternative future is possible.
The process of drawing is a process of seeing, understanding and re-envisaging. The artist paints a picture of
humanity which can help themselves and others to see the World from alternative perspectives and learn about
society through the process of reflection. Documenting and sharing these illustrations of Europe’s diversity has
provoked a joyful dialogue, encouraging others to share their cultural knowledge and treasured memories of
migration. Reframing narratives is essential to lead change and alter perceptions that may be founded in prejudice
and ignorance. Art helps us to value opportunities, to embrace the new and unknown and change understanding
through the empathy of human-centred stories.
Notes:

Artist ID: 254
Artwork 1 Title: Patchwork Quilt of Europe
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 34x51x1
Artwork 1 Medium: Charcoal and ink on paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: ‘Patchwork Quilt of Europe’ stitches together the component sketches created during my
tour of the EU28 in the final year of the UK’s membership. The drawings in charcoal and ink are an exploration of
European identity, celebrating the cultural diversity, beauty and rich history of our continent. The quilt is a gesture of
love for the foreign, the prominent central sketch: a piece of the Berlin wall in Brussels, symbolises the values of
unity, equality and tolerance which the EU has at its core.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 254
Artwork 2 Title: Tapestry of Europe
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 33x25x1
Artwork 2 Medium: Watercolour and ink on paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: My ‘Tapestry of Europe’ presents a vision of unity and diversity in watercolours. The
individual paintings of the EU28 member states are woven together to celebrate the opportunities which the EU has
provided to its citizens to live, love, work, study and travel across borders. The central painting depicts a
reconstruction in Belfast, a city scarred by a history conflict, recognising the pivotal role the EU played in bringing
peace to our continent through investment, co-operation and dialogue.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 254
Artwork 3 Title: Perspectives of Europe
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 69x106x1
Artwork 3 Medium: photography
Artwork 3 Commentary: ‘Perspectives of Europe’ is a collage of photography from my tour of the EU28, a personal
narrative of experiences through careful observation. It is a mood board of memories, perspectives of different
cultures, portraits of humanity, compositions and textures of Europe. The collection is an exploration of the fabric of
Europe, asking ‘what does it mean to be European’? The first and final images frame the narrative with the key
message; to embrace every new experience and opportunity with love.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 254
Artwork 4 Title: Cosmopolitan Integration
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 50x40x2
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil painting on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: ‘Cosmopolitan Integration’ is an abstract exploration of identity in geographical and digital
space. Traced as a road map, the vivid blocks of colour symbolise diversity within communities. Triangular forms
create protective borders in tribal colours, whilst smaller weaker shapes form collectives. A hostile net of white
channels, simultaneously facilitate dialogue in public space whilst preventing true integration. The painting questions
how diverse societies can live together in harmony.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 258
Artist Name: Martina von Meyenburg
Website: www.martinavonmeyenburg,com
IG: martinavonmeyenburg
Artist Statement: I am drawn to the idea of objects having a sort of soul - one that can be traced by examining the
usage, context and mere presence of an object in time and space. Used objects and materials not only bare traces of
past (hi-)stories but also the potential of unlocking memories and inherent associations.

In my work, I place these traced materials and (often everyday) items out of context, playing with their tactility and
symbolism in order to create a new narrative. Through specific compositions and orchestrations my objects are
(re)assembled and manipulated into artworks ranging from small scale works to room filling installations. The
corresponding titles play an equally important role and aim to enhance, complement or contradict the work itself.

Although my sculptures and installations lie at the core of my practice, I visualise and source ideas through my
drawings and other works on paper and I regularly “collectâ€• traces and inspirations through photography. Both my
drawings and photographs directly complement my work overall.

I am particularly interested in experimenting with opposing characteristics, setting them in direct confrontation as
to find this “sweet spotâ€• where soft meets rough and sharp, where limitation meets liberation or amusement
meets displeasure. It is tapping into these “spotsâ€• (often found on boundaries in a figurative as well as literal
sense) when thoughts, ideas and memories get stirred - both in the viewer and the artist.

Martina von Meyenburg
Notes:

Artist ID: 258
Artwork 1 Title: Paleness and Bloom, Pleasure and Gloom
Artwork 1 Dimensions: dimensions variable
Artwork 1 Medium: stiffened doilies, thread, nails
Artwork 1 Commentary: Some ideas and thoughts on
‘Paleness and Bloom, Pleasure and Gloom’:

As so often in my works ambivalence and contrasts play an important role.
The title ‘Paleness and Bloom, Pleasure and Gloom’ is taken from William Wordsworth poem ‘A Character’ in which
he too highlights the ambivalence in human characters and thus complements the ambivalence hidden in this work.
The installation itself is made up of stiffened doilies, one by one tied together with black threads growing from one
doily with its own “spider webâ€• structure and knotted pattern into a bigger collective with “socialâ€• ties. This
collective of doilies is then mounted site-specifically on the wall.
The knotted doilies in their various shades of white - clear, cream, eggshell, beige and ashen - seem to crawl up and
take over walls, corners and ceilings similar to sprouting mildew or blooming wallflowers.
There is ambivalence within the idea of doilies and their making. There is leisure and ‘Pleasure’ in crocheting and
knotting in the safety of your home; something soothing and peaceful in the repetition of patterns as opposed to the
gloomy feeling of confinement within the domestic, restricted environment and the role a woman is or was
supposed to “playâ€•.
As a result of stiffening the doilies they lost their original material properties. Prior to being stiff they were soft but
very resilient and tear proof. In reverse, after stiffening they have become stiff and hard but brittle and breakable.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 258

Artist ID: 258
Artwork 2 Title: Trace 473
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80 x 60 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Unique, C-print, framed
Artwork 2 Commentary: Trace 473 is part of Martina von Meyenburgs personal photographic diary.
For over a decade she has been collecting photographic traces, which she then documents and numbers in an
ongoing process.
Apart from the personal “diaryâ€• aspect, it is the curiosity and excitement of finding specific traces - especially in
unexpected situations and hidden corners - which lies at the core of the “Tracesâ€• as well as “Traces Narrativesâ€• project.
Looking up and tracing the word “traceâ€• the following definitions can be found:
1. The way or path which a person, animal or thing takes; a course, a road; a course of action or conduct, a way of
proceeding.
2. A footprint left by an animal; the track made by the passage of any person or thing.
3. A mark indicating the presence or action of something; a vestige, an impression.
4. A phonetically null element considered to have been left in the position from which an element has been moved.
5. A non-material indication of the presence or existence of something, or of a former event or condition; an
impression
In whatever form the vast variety of traces may appear, they represent a moment in time, an instant within a
narrative.
This particular Trace 473 was caught on a Berlin tourist riverboat cruising up the Spree towards the museum island.
For a split second the white handle or railing between the red seats, resembled a backbone or vertebrae, keeping
“mattersâ€• together.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 258

Artist ID: 258
Artwork 3 Title: Steady
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 14.8 x 21 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: pencil, gouache pencil on paper
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 258
Artwork 4 Title: Hold and Behold
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 21 x 38 x 23 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: mannequin arms, vice, styrofoam ball, tape
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 263
Artist Name: Jay Clarke
Website: jaylclarke.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/jaylclarkeartist/
Artist Statement: Jay Clarke is a Leicester based artist and part-time master’s student at De Montfort University.
Clarke a multi-disciplinary artist working with sculptural materials in installations, 3-D, and works on canvas. Clarke’s
figurative work portrays the human form caught in transient states of gelatinous decay.

Clarke’s work uses sculptural materials with degrees of generative and destructive processes taking place whereby
forms are being dissolved or consume space. Expanding foam and acid eaten plaster are the main materials used in
his practise, the chemical reactions for a brief moment in time, gives life to the sculpture, allowing it to take on its
own form. The final forms lay between wet and dry, growing and decaying.

Themes currently revolve around viscerality, vulnerability and visibility influenced by psychology theory, the human
condition and the philosophy surrounding the gallery space. The artworks lie somewhere between aesthetic and
abject with emphasise on texture and composition whilst exploring the ideology of the gallery space and
experimenting gives the artwork a sense of exposure which in some cases leads towards precariousness
Notes:

Artist ID: 263
Artwork 1 Title: No Love, No Plans
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 74 x 49 x 55 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Gouache and acrylic paint on foam
Artwork 1 Commentary: Leicester Society of Artist Student Award runner up prize 2019.

‘No Love, No Plans’ is a quiet contemplative sculpture with fidgety broken hands. The The paint smothered piece is
still yet full of movement. The back of the sculpture is incomplete with the back exposed and appearing to rot away.
The paint is matt and the cracking and crazing of the paint is much more exaggerated here as well as along the
fingers of the sculpture. The piece is made to convey ideas surrounding wellbeing and helplessness, the feeling of
doing nothing and allowing a suffering to eat away at the self, show physically here tearing down the neck and into
the back of the sculpture.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 263
Artwork 2 Title: Melatonin
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 61 x 28 x 25 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Plaster and Polyester Resin
Artwork 2 Commentary: Melatonin' stemmed from Jay Clarke's job as a support worker for people with severe
autism and behavioral difficulties. It takes the Japanese ceramic repairing technique, Kintsugi, and turns it on it’s
head through a dialogue between himself and other support workers around stresses having a child with sever
handicaps can have, and the mishandling of drugs, such as the sleep inducing medication - Melatonin. This piece
aims to discuss the moral decision making of the slight hand over those with an already highly distorted perception
of reality. Taking the green of the health care symbol and tainting it septically, the sticky resin poured between the
gaps of the decayed plaster, like blood through veins sets solid, flooding and drowning the face with hands which
could be read as inviting or threatening to ask when medication is and isn’t used for good purposes.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 263
Artwork 3 Title: When I Was 16 I wanted to be a Dentist
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 44 x 49 x 28 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil and acrylic paint and eye mask on plaster and foam
Artwork 3 Commentary: ‘When I Was 16’ is an introspective piece reflecting on Clarke’s last ten years and the career
choices made in that time. At sixteen, Clarke considered being a dentist. The piece also plays on the context of teeth
drawing influence of memorable dreams involving his teeth falling out, considered in dream theory to be an anxiety
dream.
The sculpture is a carefully sectioned part of the body cast to baselessly lean backwards and appear to defy gravity
giving the impression that it could tip backwards and break at any moment breaking the glossy white surface of the
sculpture influenced by classical art studied during an Erasmus in Bulgaria in 2016.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 263
Artwork 4 Title: Brain Fart
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 30 x 25 x 22 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylic paint on plaster, foam and wooden base
Artwork 4 Commentary: Originally ‘If a Fart Can Follow Through, What’s a Brain Fart To Do’, this piece combines both
elements of generative processes of expanding foam and decayed plaster formed by mixing acid into the plaster.
While the hand and face, appear to still be in a state of weathering away, the mind made physical in foam, still
appears fluid and viscid dripping away from the body.
The sculpture is influenced by classicalism, taking the broken statues of old and bringing them a step closer to lifelike, casting them from life and decaying them to expose a visceral curdled inside. The fleshiness of the foam and the
dripping of paint relates to ideas around mind fluidity and images in the topic of neuroscience, the connecting
patterns of the nervous system and the dependence of the mind and the body on each other.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 266
Artist Name: Kira Droganova
Website:
IG: https://www.instagram.com/foxful_space
Artist Statement: I want to praise the beauty of this world. I’m convinced that art has aÂ special power, and instead
of using it to highlight pressing issues ofÂ modern society, I would rather show the beauty of light and space â€” the
beauty of nature; and through this create an exuberant atmosphere and inspire a positive attitude.
Notes:

Artist ID: 266
Artwork 1 Title: Chrysanthemum
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80x60x2
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas, collage, oil pastel, permanent markers
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 266
Artwork 2 Title: Still life with strelitzia
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70x50x2
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas, permanent markers
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 266
Artwork 3 Title: Still life with dinosaur and dragon fruit
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 65x100x2
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas, acrylic paint, oil pastel, permanent markers
Artwork 3 Commentary: It's a diptych â€” each canvas is 65x50x2.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 266
Artwork 4 Title: Still life with orchids and unicorn
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 80x50x2
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on canvas, collage, oil pastel, permanent markers
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 277
Artist Name: Hilary Kidd
Website: www.hilarykidd.com
IG: hilary.kidd_art
Artist Statement: My practice is a sort of journey - it starts with a visual image seen or imagined, combined with
curiosity about a material. Conversely, I might start with the qualities of a particular material, and see the visual
possibilities of experimenting with it and finding out what it can do, then more ideas and images form themselves. I
am particularly drawn to cellular and fractal patterns.

My work at present shifts between printmaking, making structures with cardboard tubes, and segmented designs
made with marker pens that resemble stained glass. These small scale designs on paper have translated well into
digital prints and greetings cards. I am also exploring ways of transforming prints from 2D into 3D, through folding or
printing onto cardboard tubes.

Last September I participated in a small group show entitled The Phenomenon of Water. My work consisted of
drypoint prints redolent of islands and water; blockprinted paper screens resembling falling water; photographs of a
local riverbank; and an assemblage of painted cardboard half tubes portraying tumbling waves.

I am very aware of the need for recycling and reducing everyday waste. This definitely informs my art practice but
not in an overt way. I am particularly fascinated by the qualities of cardboard packaging - boxes, tubes, shredded
cardboard. My studio is opposite the recycling bin, ensuring a good supply!

I visit a lot of exhibitions in London and elsewhere. Favourite artworks are currently Eduardo Chillida's sculpture,
Richard Long's mudprints, Rebecca Salter's woodblock prints, and Geta Bratescu's collages.
Notes:

Artist ID: 277
Artwork 1 Title: Growing Point
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 67cm wide by 46.50cm high (framed size)
Artwork 1 Medium: Cardboard block print on plywood
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is one of a series of prints made from printing with sculpted honeycomb packaging
onto plywood. I loved the qualities of the plywood, and felt that the veined and cellular qualities of the block print
complemented the plywood base.

This piece was originally called Flower Form, but feeling that was too obvious a title, I re-named it Growing Point.
This is a botanical term, to do with cell division. I just liked the sound of it - as if the flower was growing out of the
edge of the wood.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 277
Artwork 2 Title: Islands in the Stream
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 45.50cm high by 32cm wide (framed size)
Artwork 2 Medium: Drypoint print and stencil on paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: I wanted to make some prints for a group exhibition called The Phenomenon of Water. I had
just learned how to do drypoint printing using perspex plates, and was enjoying the sensation of just etching lines
down the length of the plates. I started using blue and green inks and realised there was an underwater feel
developing.

The island idea came from a painting I’d seen by Patrick Heron of lines overlaid with amorphous shapes. I decided to
make semi opaque ‘islands’ over the lines, using simple stencils.

The title Islands in the Stream is a favourite song of mine sung by Dolly Parton, and it felt just right for this piece.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 277
Artwork 3 Title: Jacob's Ladder
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 44.50cm high by 35.50cm wide (framed size)
Artwork 3 Medium: Marker pen drawing on Khadi paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: This is one of a series of marker pen drawings I have made on Khadi paper. I brought the
paper to an art class and drew the window in the church hall where the art class was held. I decided to decorate
each pane with a different segmented pattern using marker pens and thread. An artist friend saw the finished
window piece and suggested I enlarged each pane to make individual pieces.

I followed his advice, and made a series of drawings starting small at A6 size, finishing at A4. I hadn’t used marker
pens much before, and was surprised at the lovely semi opaque effects that could be achieved. I loved the variety of
colours in the Promarker range, and the choice of thick or thin tips. I like the contrast in this work between the
central part where the lines are open and travelling, and the sidelines that are close together and static. The central
path-like part reminded me of the poem by Robert Frost 'The Road not Taken'.

I originally called this piece ‘Sidelines’, but the picture framer suggested ‘Jacob’s Ladder’, which I thought was much
more suitable as there is a ladder-like feel to it.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 277

Artist ID: 277
Artwork 4 Title: Tubular Bells
Artwork 4 Dimensions: Dimensions of shoebox containing the tubes : 29cm high by 18.50cm wide by 11cm deep.
Artwork 4 Medium: Printed and painted cardboard tubes within printed cardboard shoebox.
Artwork 4 Commentary: I have made several structures using printed or painted cardboard tubes, and they have
been played around with and changed over a period of time. One that I made last year has been turned into a
mobile; another which was horizontal is now a relief hanging vertically.

These particular tubes had been standing on a circular piece of plywood, but I felt they need to be enclosed in some
way.

I had wanted to use a shoebox for the enclosed feeling, but didn’t want it to look like one. I covered it with pieces of
an old block print, making it look quite theatrical. Arranging the tubes inside the box and placing it vertically gave the
piece a different feel. The tubes now looked slightly menacing - as if they were a sort of growth within it or perhaps a
strange green organ-like instrument.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 277

Artist ID: 282
Artist Name: Myriam Gross Mall
Website: www.myriamgrossmall.com
IG: myriamgrossmall
Artist Statement: I was committed to painting from a very early age on. Nevertheless, I first became a lawyer. Since it
never touched my heart, I decided to study fine art later on. In my work I have a strong focus on the human figure
and face. Currently I am working on a series called “beautyâ€•.

For centuries beauty was a universal desire. At the beginning of the 20th century the pursuit towards beauty ended.
The idea of beauty was anymore not a serious aim for contemporary artists. However, beauty is not dead. Beauty
demands contemplation or time to contemplate, which seems to be a challenge or luxury in a fast paced time.

Point of departure of my series “beautyâ€• are historic representations of Venus. First of all, I try to idealize the
undressed female body above the realistic representation and not divulging it to the total focus. The present society
is asking for a total focus on the naked female body and thereby depriving it of its beauty. But an aesthetic judgment
is asking for contemplative distance, nevertheless the art of the smooth is abolishing it. The pornographic permanent
presence is destroying the imaginary.

Secondly, by doubling the motives in a fair and dark skinned Venus, I like to draw attention to the total absence of a
dark-skinned Venus in European art history. Historically the dark-skinned woman was merely immortalized as a
maidservant. In the light of the European colonial history and the actual migration a dark-skinned Venus is as
obvious as unavoidable.
Plato considered beauty as an ultimate value comparing it to truth, and goodness, which knows no borders neither
in territory nor in skin-color.
Notes:

Artist ID: 282
Artwork 1 Title: Venus with panther/One
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 200 x 120 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: The painting has a strong reference to Botticellis Birth of Venus. The Venus has the same
pose, even so it is mirrored in my paintings. Venus is accompanied by a panther. In the ancient mythology the
panther was a companion of Venus, enemy of the snakes and dragons and therefore symbol of the good and
beautiful
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 282
Artwork 2 Title: Venus with Panther/Two
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 200 x 120
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: The painting has a strong reference to Botticellis Birth of Venus. The Venus has the same
pose, even so it is mirrored in my paintings. Venus is accompanied by a panther. In the ancient mythology the
panther was a companion of Venus, enemy of the snakes and dragons and therefore symbol of the good and
beautiful.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 282
Artwork 3 Title: Venus after Giorgione/One
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 150 x 200
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: This painting has a strong referenz to the sleeping Venus of Giorgione and Tiziano.
In the accent mythology the leopard/panther was a companion of Venus, enemy of the snakes and dragons and
therefore symbol of the good and beautiful.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 282
Artwork 4 Title: Venus after Giorgione/Two
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 150 x 200 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: This painting has a strong referenz to the sleeping Venus of Giorgione and Tiziano.
In the accent mythology the leopard/panther was a companion of Venus, enemy of the snakes and dragons and
therefore symbol of the good and beautiful.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 283
Artist Name: Lisa Buchanan
Website: www.dangerosa.com
IG: www.instagram.com/dangerosa_sinister
Artist Statement: I work predominantly as a figurative painter and the key themes I deal with are subversion,
surrealism and horror. I like to consider apparently mundane situations - such as watching television or eating dinner
- and add a twist of something supernatural or grotesque.
Growing up with a mixed European heritage in a declined industrial town I was able to absorb a range of cultural
influences, domestic practices, mythologies and histories against a dichotomous backdrop of filthy urban ruins and
majestic rural landscapes. It was an uncompromising environment played out by the sound of my big brother's ska,
punk and industrial music records - rebellious stuff. Everything beautiful had a rough edge and a dark history seemed
to belie all that appeared ordinary. These juxtapositions came to influence my art and I look for them in subject
matter to create work that is beautiful yet unsettling.
My paintings are often narrative-based or sequential, thus they are almost like freeze-frames in a horror film or
soap opera, or visual songs. I like to tell stories and I am dedicated to developing my craft as an ongoing process.
Notes:

Artist ID: 283
Artwork 1 Title: DIY
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 71 x 56 x 3
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: Vibrant colour and dramatic lighting effects are signatures within my work. In particular,
darkness is used as a device to represent something hidden or unseen, arousing visceral human fear of the unknown
but also an excitement. Here I am capturing a moment poised on the brink of a hideous action about to take place
within a small domestic space of comfort, however it is left to wonder whether the situation is real or if it is a
nightmare.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 283
Artwork 2 Title: Hex
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 102 x 71 x 3
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: A number of objects in this painting are used in a surreal arrangement to represent a GreekCypriot cultural influence; the crucifix, the candle and the cockroach. The flame in the candle conceals a smiling
visage as the young woman's head is engulfed in flames. She is the wax to be moulded.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 283
Artwork 3 Title: Boy With Gun
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 84 x 84 x 1.5
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: I have combined together experience of violence within the home and an old family
photograph to create a scenario of past, present and future within a timeless, surreal corridor. The repeated image
of the boy in the background and foreground is interrupted by a scene of physical harm, yet we may imagine that
further along the corridor the scene could be reset and repeated.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 283
Artwork 4 Title: Cannibal Son
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 30 x 30 x 6
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: In this horrific dinner table scene the young boy eats the head of his father while a starved
sibling stands aside. This narrative explores themes of deposition and pecking order.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 285
Artist Name: david winston
Website: www.davidwinston-photography.com
IG: david.winston.photography.
Artist Statement: The two major elements of magic and emotion are the driving forces behind my photography.

The camera is a completely objective observer, simply recording everything the lens sees, rather than filtering it
through our individual human perceptions. The use of alternative photo processes allows me to work with the more
painterly aspects of photography-- to portray what I see in a more subjective way. The art for me is to produce a
photograph that engages our imagination.
Notes:

Artist ID: 285
Artwork 1 Title: Ghost Gondola.
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 381 x 254 mm
Artwork 1 Medium: photographic print on archival paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: I live part time in Venice and it is a rich source of imagery for me, but it is also hard to catch
the mystery and spirit of the place, full of ghosts.

I use a multiple exposure technique to capture the fleeting moments, only the memory that remains.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 285
Artwork 2 Title: Acqua Alta, Venezia
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 435 x 283 mm
Artwork 2 Medium: photographic print on archival paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: I live part time in Venice and it is a rich source of imagery for me, but it is also hard to catch
the mystery and spirit of the place, full of ghosts.

Acqua Alta is now a major issue in the city and this
is my impression as the beauty and the history of the city fight against the rising tide.

I use a multiple exposure technique to capture the fleeting moments, only the memory that remains
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 285
Artwork 3 Title: Threshold.
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 432 x 243 mm
Artwork 3 Medium: Photography. Cyanotype
Artwork 3 Commentary: This uses a mid 19th C photographic technique, cyanotype on watercolour paper.

It is taken using a slow shutter speed and created in camera, not photoshop.

It is actually part of my series 'Pictures at an Exhibition' and is a person looking at a work of art at the Biennale,
Venice.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 285
Artwork 4 Title: Josiane's Poem.
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 340 x 240 mm
Artwork 4 Medium: Photography.
Artwork 4 Commentary: The was done as a response to a poem about an owl in the woods at night.

The photograph is printed on translucent Japanese paper then backed with gold and silver leaf and varnished.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 286
Artist Name: Anna Bel
Website: www.ishouldpaintsomemore.com
IG: in progress
Artist Statement: I just LOVE art.
With a message.
Well, sometimes just for fun.
To inspire.
To make people happy.
Enough about me. What about you?

I love to experiment with different mediums.
Crayons, soft pastels, oil, what's new?
Notes:

Artist ID: 286
Artwork 1 Title: Mental instability
Artwork 1 Dimensions: A4
Artwork 1 Medium: Crayons on paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: Making art helps to clear the mind.
Sometimes.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 286
Artwork 2 Title: Pennywise
Artwork 2 Dimensions: A3
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic with stencil
Artwork 2 Commentary: Mass consumption is a major cause of climate change. I made this stencil a long time ago,
maybe even before banksy was cool? It was time to bring it to life.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 286
Artwork 3 Title: Perfectionism.
Artwork 3 Dimensions: A3
Artwork 3 Medium: Soft pastels.
Artwork 3 Commentary: Don't you dare to change my angle.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 286
Artwork 4 Title: Spinning out of control.
Artwork 4 Dimensions: A3 approximately
Artwork 4 Medium: (news)paper
Artwork 4 Commentary: Climate change is real they say.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 288
Artist Name: Andrea Santi
Website:
IG: santiandreart
Artist Statement: The aim of my project is the introspective investigation through the human fragile mind and the
relationship between me and my subjects, that are usually members of my family or close friends. I try to investigate
the relationships and inheritances within an Italian patriarchal family, laying bare the defects and the unique beauty
of each of my sitters. Through obsessive attention to the details, I portray the introspection and the integrity of my
subjects and I try to find the Sacred and the Beauty in the bare skin, wrinkles, moles and scars. With my project, I
also support the concept that Drawing can have its autonomy and consistency, and it doesn't always have to be the
preliminary stage of a painting.
Notes:

Artist ID: 288
Artwork 1 Title: Marco with my mother's necklace
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 41x30x4
Artwork 1 Medium: graphite
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 288
Artwork 2 Title: My father
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 41x30x4
Artwork 2 Medium: graphite
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 288
Artwork 3 Title: Grandfather
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 31x26x4
Artwork 3 Medium: graphite
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 288
Artwork 4 Title: Mum
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 35x33x3
Artwork 4 Medium: graphite
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 289
Artist Name: Anita Lortije
Website: www.unicorncreation.nl
IG:
Artist Statement: My aim as an artist is to make beautiful painted wooden objects which also can be used practically.
I want to create objects giving joy over a longer time and last over more generations. I am not an artist that wants to
make social statements.
I design and build the wooden objects myself. These are the high quality basis for painting / decorating and
thereafter giving them a perfect finishing level. Working 100 hours or even more at an object is not unusual.
The combination of form, size and pattern on the one hand and using transparent paint in multiple layers, creating
new colours and giving depth, on the other hand determine the end result. Moreover, for animal images depicting
the right proportions and key-characteristics can make or break down the end result.
Notes:

Artist ID: 289
Artwork 1 Title: Variation 1 Peacock
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 130 - 34 - 63 (box : 29 - 34 - 27)
Artwork 1 Medium: paint on wood
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work is the result of a combination of entry 2, 3 and 4. For me the challenge was to
catch the pride and beauty of a coloured peacock, using a wooden box, 4 shovel handles, a cupboard leg and a
wooden egg. Using curved shovel handles is technically difficult wanting to get an end result that is threedimensional stable. I return to my original colour scheme by painting the box this way.
The white painted inside of the box refers to the white peacock.
Further variations on this concept, for instance by positioning 2 cupboard legs on the side or top of the box, and so
creating horns, and a different use of colour and pattern will bring other animals to life.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 289
Artwork 2 Title: Black Widow
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 103 - 34 - 26
Artwork 2 Medium: paint on wood
Artwork 2 Commentary: Object expressing the image of a dangerous spider. The long legs, the small head. Just
sitting in her cobweb waiting for food and lovers
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 289
Artwork 3 Title: White X
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 117 - 63 - 30
Artwork 3 Medium: wood
Artwork 3 Commentary: Luxurious display cabinet using part of a working tool. Instead of making the cupboard legs
of a wooden beam now using shovel handles. Combination of wood and MDF. Inside the cabinet a Perspex sheet
covered with aluminium foil to catch the light.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 289
Artwork 4 Title: Pauwenparade 3 (Peacockparade)
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 125 - 78 - 31
Artwork 4 Medium: paint on wood
Artwork 4 Commentary: Wooden cabinet expressing the beauty and pride of a white peacock. I even didn’t know
white peacocks existed till I saw them the first time on a holiday at the Lago Maggiore
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 290
Artist Name: James Boyd
Website: www.peaceartlondon.com
IG: @yojimboyd
Artist Statement: James is a performer, filmmaker and artist living in South London. In the past he found it hard to
put coherent ideas on the page- so he stopped trying. Each piece is from a greater world. His main set up is pigment
liners and pro/brushmarkers. He also uses acrylics to paint directly onto walls creating huge surreal art pices. He
enjoys the intricacies of his artworks and fnds it reawrding to know he's given the viewer imaginary depths to
plunder.
Notes:

Artist ID: 290
Artwork 1 Title: Shedding Skin
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 29.7x42cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Print
Artwork 1 Commentary: War of the Worlds. Handdrawn with pigment liner and brush/promarkers.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 290
Artwork 2 Title: Headholme
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 29.7x42cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Print
Artwork 2 Commentary: It's strange what you can call a home. Handdrawn with pigment liner and
brush/promarkers.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 290
Artwork 3 Title: Family
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 29.7x42cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Print
Artwork 3 Commentary: War of the Worlds. Handdrawn with pigment liner and brush/promarkers.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 290
Artwork 4 Title: Swash
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 42x59.4cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Print
Artwork 4 Commentary: What lies beneath?. Handdrawn with pigment liner and brush/promarkers.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 292
Artist Name: Alexandra Whatley
Website: http://www.alexandravacaroiu.ro/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/alexandravacaroiu/
Artist Statement: I finished my BA in Photography and Film at the University of the Arts, Bucharest, followed up by
an MA in Fashion Photography, London College of Fashion.
My work has been exhibited at the Photographers Gallery, V&A Museum, long-listed for the Art Aesthetica Prize in
2015, screened at the Institute of Contemporary Arts at London’s Short Film Festival and I collaborated with British
Council and other art organisations.

In my work I am exploring the relationship between identity and memory. "Dreams,sleep", one of my latest series is
showing excerpts from personal dreams with Jungian archetypes and references to the collective unconscious.
Notes:

Artist ID: 292
Artwork 1 Title: Untitled I
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70x100
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 292
Artwork 2 Title: Untitled II
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70X100
Artwork 2 Medium: Photography
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 292
Artwork 3 Title: Untitled III
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 70x100
Artwork 3 Medium: Photography
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 292
Artwork 4 Title: Untitled IV
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 70x100
Artwork 4 Medium: Photography
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 296
Artist Name: charlie calder-potts
Website: www.charlie-calderpotts.com
IG: charliecalderpotts
Artist Statement: Travel and the insight and understanding it provides is essential to my practice. My work looks at
people; our similarities in spite of differing environments, religions and cultural practices and the cyclical nature of
history demonstrated throughout.

My paintings attempt to condense the history of a place within a contemporary format. The photography element
to my work provides a documentary quality that is in many ways a form of reportage; recording an anonymous
individual going about their everyday life whether that be commuting on the overground in Hackney or on the
streets of Erbil in Iraq. The mixed media imagery brings many elements of history and context to that place and
person. It is a way of observing; revealing forgotten elements of the past and presenting them alongside an
unseen/unnoticed present.

Thousands of years of trade have meant that philosophy, religion and language have been in a constant state of flux.
One thing however remains the same - we are all human and have human nature in common; inquisitive, curious,
spiritual beings that constantly question morality and our own existence through the use of arts.

Previous commissions/exhibitions include time as an Official War Artist in Afghanistan (2013/14), Iraq (2015) and
Iran with the British Arts Council (2017). Other series have been based on travels in Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Georgia,
Armenia, Bosnia, Lebanon and Syria. My most recent series is based on my time in Russia in 2018.
Notes:

Artist ID: 296
Artwork 1 Title: In the green curls of trees
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90 x 90 x 3.5
Artwork 1 Medium: oil, ink, pencil, gold leaf on wood panel
Artwork 1 Commentary: A few weeks spent in the tiny village of Palekh (400km from Moscow) is sure to leave
anyone intrigued, if not a little obsessed, with icon painting. It has been a centre for the craft since the 1600’s and is
home to Palekh Art School; a place exclusively dedicated to teaching a new generation this historic art form. In
October 2018 I was lucky enough to work with Vladimir Bushkov who, after 40 years, is considered a master of
Russian icon painting and the Palekh style.

Icon painting is as relevant in todays Russia as it was nearly 1000 years ago. The format has changed very little and
the same can be said for the technique. 18 hours a day 7 days a week I sat in Vladimir’s studio pulverising pumice
stones, binding egg yolks with vodka (when in Russiaâ€¦make alcoholic tempera paint from scratch) and grinding
gold leaf. Books on the subject are nothing to the direct teaching passed from artist to artist through the
generations. When Vladimir handed me a wolf’s tooth, saying it was by far the best way to burnish the gold on my
icon, I should not have been surprised; let alone when he told me he had hunted the wolf himself in the forest
surrounding the village. The icon feels very ‘Russian’ and yet at the same time sings the song of the universal.

There is a Russian sayingâ€¦ ‘Everything new is a well forgotten old’. By placing individuals from the here and now
(photographed on the streets of Moscow) within the enduring composition of the icon; the cyclical nature of history
is presented and the ‘everyman’ given centre stage. This new series of works based on my time in Russia recognises
a people unified by our very existence; regardless of culture and faith. It is not the divine that embodies these works
but the weight of history and the many generations that have gone before us.

In these secular ‘icons’ you will not find Christ, the Virgin Mary or the various Saints. Yet you will still see a son, a
mother, brothers in arms. The work, like the traditional version, puts humanity at it’s heart. The spiritual becomes
the magical which is, in itself, life from the outset. Unknown, unpredictable and FULL to the brim with wonderful
stories.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 296

Artist ID: 296
Artwork 2 Title: Make way for her
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 31 x 23 x 1
Artwork 2 Medium: oil, gouache, ink, pencil, gold leaf on wood panel
Artwork 2 Commentary: There is a Russian sayingâ€¦ ‘Everything new is a well forgotten old’. By placing individuals
from the here and now (photographed on the streets of Moscow) within the enduring composition of the icon; the
cyclical nature of history is presented and the ‘everyman’ given centre stage. This new series of works based on my
time in Russia recognises a people unified by our very existence; regardless of culture and faith. It is not the divine
that embodies these works but the weight of history and the many generations that have gone before us.

In these secular ‘icons’ you will not find Christ, the Virgin Mary or the various Saints. Yet you will still see a son, a
mother, brothers in arms. The work, like the traditional version, puts humanity at it’s heart. The spiritual becomes
the magical which is, in itself, life from the outset. Unknown, unpredictable and FULL to the brim with wonderful
stories.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 296
Artwork 3 Title: If you command it to rain
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 30 x 30 x 0.5
Artwork 3 Medium: pencil, ink and gold leaf on vellum
Artwork 3 Commentary: Modern day Iran, according to Western media, is a place shrouded in secrecy. A threat.
Potentially even an enemy. From across the waters we would assume a perspective of the UK is painted with the
same blackened brush. When the British Arts Council gave me the opportunity to work on a project that would
encourage relations and ideas between artists across cultures and countries, there was no doubt in my mind as to
where I should go. In January 2017 I hopped on a plane to Tehran to collaborate with renowned Persian poet Rosa
Jamali; our mission was to rework the Shahnameh from a contemporary perspective.

If you have never heard of the Shahnameh you are not aloneâ€¦unless of course, you are Persian. In Iran not to
know author Ferdowsi and this epic is the equivalent to a Brit never having heard of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet.
Written in the 10th century and containing 50 thousand rhyming couplets, these stories have been quoted and
painted for generations. It is the world’s longest poem ever written by a single poet; it took Ferdowsi 30 years to
write.

In it Ferdowsi tells the history of the Persian Empire from the creation of the world up until the Islamic conquest of
Persia in the 7th century. The work is of central importance to Persian culture, not only as a literary masterpiece but
also as a symbol of Persian heritage and identity. Upon arriving in Tehran I was overwhelmed by its continued
presence. Quotes and graffiti showing characters and stories from the Shahnameh are found throughout the city. I
was also overwhelmed by the genuine and relentless welcome I received from every person I encountered; this was
not the ‘hostile’ attitude the media would have had me believe.

The ‘history’ Ferdowsi records in his epic poem is a combination of both fact and fiction; this in itself parallels the
very pretext of the Arts Council project. How little we have changed over the last thousand years with history still
recorded and reported in a way that is sensitive to national pride. With a media prone to exaggeration a
sensationalised story can often be used to more readily engage and influence an intended audience. The result
warps the contemporary history that reaches the masses; a means of controlling public opinion with a willingness
not only to misrepresent but also to continually damage national relations in the process.

It is not only the form of narrative used by Ferdowsi that is so relevant but also the characters and themes tackled in
his stories. The Shahnameh addresses the struggles and contradictions of human nature, the most prevalent of these
being our struggle with ourselves and our ability to deceive our own mind even when the truth is laid plainly before
us. To illustrate this timeless narrative and the fact that its themes are so applicable today, I have taken people from
the ‘here and now’ on the streets of Iran and placed them within the context of this Persian epic. Rosa’s Farsi poetry
becomes the voice of each story just as Ferdowsi’s couplets are cited in the Persian miniature tradition. The universal
nature of humanity is reflected in the cyclical nature of history; regardless of culture and faith.

In the Shahnameh there is a story about Zahhak - the son of the arab ruler Merdas â€¦ he is persuaded by a div or
devil named Ahriman to kill his father in order to take the throne himself. He goes in to the palace grounds and digs
a deep pit that he then covers over with leaves in a place merdas was accustomed to walk; merdas falls in to the pit
and is killed therefore leaving zahhak free to take over his territories. Zahhak then goes on to rule and the div (devil)
comes to him again disguised as a cook asking to kiss his shoulders in a blessing. Zahhak allows him to do this and
immediately two snakes grow from where Ahriman’s lips touched. Surgeons try and remove the snakes but they
immediately would grow back. Ahriman tells zahhak the only way he can calm the snakes is to feed them with the
brains and entrails of his subjects - if he doesn't they will consume him instead.

Artist ID: 296

The reason I make reference to this story is because it lends itself well as a warning. Zahhak kills his father when he
will inherit the throne anyway - but his impatience causes him to commit this horrific act. We are blessed with free
speech in this country and have a duty to use it but at the same time it should not be taken advantage of for the sake
of a ‘quick sell’ and a sensationalised story. By providing this we are ‘feeding the snakes’ - we are creating an
audience that then only becomes interested in half truths because they are either more exciting, or more palatable.
Both Zahhak and his father are depicted as the same child in this image. The media is a reflection of us and us a
reflection of them; ultimately we are only hurting ourselves - through misrepresented information we encourage
ignorance and misunderstanding. Of course I am not saying this is not true of all media but it is a problem that
definitely exists and is causing extensive damage. The poetry written by Rosa reads ‘The woman goes to the window,
if you command it to rain, you command a downpour’.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 296
Artwork 4 Title: We passed the time
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 20 x 15 x 2
Artwork 4 Medium: oil, ink, gouache, pencil and gold leaf on wood panel
Artwork 4 Commentary: A few weeks spent in the tiny village of Palekh (400km from Moscow) is sure to leave
anyone intrigued, if not a little obsessed, with icon painting. It has been a centre for the craft since the 1600’s and is
home to Palekh Art School; a place exclusively dedicated to teaching a new generation this historic art form. In
October 2018 I was lucky enough to work with Vladimir Bushkov who, after 40 years, is considered a master of
Russian icon painting and the Palekh style.

Icon painting is as relevant in todays Russia as it was nearly 1000 years ago. The format has changed very little and
the same can be said for the technique. 18 hours a day 7 days a week I sat in Vladimir’s studio pulverising pumice
stones, binding egg yolks with vodka (when in Russiaâ€¦make alcoholic tempera paint from scratch) and grinding
gold leaf. Books on the subject are nothing to the direct teaching passed from artist to artist through the
generations. When Vladimir handed me a wolf’s tooth, saying it was by far the best way to burnish the gold on my
icon, I should not have been surprised; let alone when he told me he had hunted the wolf himself in the forest
surrounding the village. The icon feels very ‘Russian’ and yet at the same time sings the song of the universal.

There is a Russian sayingâ€¦ ‘Everything new is a well forgotten old’. By placing individuals from the here and now
(photographed on the streets of Moscow) within the enduring composition of the icon; the cyclical nature of history
is presented and the ‘everyman’ given centre stage. This new series of works based on my time in Russia recognises
a people unified by our very existence; regardless of culture and faith. It is not the divine that embodies these works
but the weight of history and the many generations that have gone before us.

In these secular ‘icons’ you will not find Christ, the Virgin Mary or the various Saints. Yet you will still see a son, a
mother, brothers in arms. The work, like the traditional version, puts humanity at it’s heart. The spiritual becomes
the magical which is, in itself, life from the outset. Unknown, unpredictable and FULL to the brim with wonderful
stories.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 296

Artist ID: 298
Artist Name: Taya De La Cruz
Website: https://www.handwrittenart.com
IG: @handwrittenart
Artist Statement: Handwritten Art is inspired by eco-systems and created out of respect for the bigger picture. Just
like with everything in nature, we all have a part to play in contributing to the story of the whole, and the use of
handwriting exemplifies the importance of each unique character. If a single one is missing, the narrative is
incomplete.

Working in black and white speaks to my love of contrast, polarity and absolutes.

I try to keep to a minimal aesthetic to hold space for the viewer. With our busy lives, and all the things that
relentlessly demand our attention, I hope to create something that allows you to carve out a little time for yourself.
Notes:

Artist ID: 298
Artwork 1 Title: 101
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42 x 29.7
Artwork 1 Medium: Ink on paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: "You may have spotted me, but I saw you coming."

As a small child, I once saw a Dalmatian standing in front of a white wall and I was genuinely transfixed. I couldn’t
see the whole image of the dog, just its moving spots, and thought it must be a new creature I hadn’t discovered yet.
I was rather disappointed when it moved from the white wall over to the grass and I saw it was just a very coollooking dog. Of course I didn’t know the concept of negative space was then, but thought that illustrating the
Dalmatian in this way was stealing back a small piece of wonderment from seeing my first ever Dalmatian. Then, of
course, Disney facilitated falling in love with a further 101 of them.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 298
Artwork 2 Title: From Blake
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 29.7 x 21
Artwork 2 Medium: Ink on paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: Blake died when he was a few weeks old. His aunt wrote and read out a poem at his funeral
and asked me to create a piece comprising those words in his memory. I turned a print of his feet (post mortem) into
handwritten art, which currently resides next to his urn.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 298
Artwork 3 Title: Amazing
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 42 x 29.7
Artwork 3 Medium: Ink on Paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: "Amazing is the journey we create. The twists, the turns, the learns and the laughs; I
wouldn’t change a thing about it. Or you."

My love of puzzles dates back to when I was a toddler. My grandmother, and her ample collection of puzzle books,
used to baby-sit me, and benevolently allow me to scribble all over them. At first, they were merely another source
of amusement, but then as I got older, I fell more in love with the word searches and mazes.

This is an attempt at a tribute to those simple times with her, when a 50p puzzle book used to bring me all the joy in
the world.

I designed this solvable maze to simulate the increasingly complex paths we are required to navigate as a society.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 298

Artist ID: 298
Artwork 4 Title: I Love Us.
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 29.7 x 21
Artwork 4 Medium: Ink on Paper
Artwork 4 Commentary: I process my thoughts by writing them down. This is how I knew I was in love with us; I
couldn't stop writing it over and over again.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 300
Artist Name: GAIL CLARKE
Website: https:/arts4you.co.uk.https://art4you.portfoliobox.net/
IG: Instagram:gailflipper/Gail Clarke Artist
Artist Statement: I am drawn toward a multi-disciplinary approach to making artwork.
Using cameras to take photographs, deciding how best to portray my ideas, choosing the media that seems most
suitable.
I experiment with Digital manipulation, print, mixed media and painting in a semi-abstract way, harnessing my
energy and emotions to create my artworks.
Drawn to light and colour, transmitting humour, the beauty of nature, spirituality and calmness, I aim to convey,
through my art the joyfulness and peacefulness that could be available to us all.
As I age, I realised, whilst wishing I could make the world “betterâ€•, I need to come to terms with my aging process
and the journey toward death with positivity, realising that sometimes what “we seekâ€• surrounds us ,latterly,
decluttering, both in life and art striving toward a minimalist and simple feel to both
Notes:

Artist ID: 300
Artwork 1 Title: "WHAT'S THE POINT!"
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 112cm X 102cm X 4.5cm
Artwork 1 Medium: ACRYLIC ON HANDMADE CANVAS
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 300
Artwork 2 Title: "SPRIG OF APPLE BLOSSOM"
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 92 cm X 92 cm X 4.5 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: ACRYLIC ON HANDMADE CANVAS
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 300
Artwork 3 Title: "GLIMPSED THE BEACH HUTS"
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 152 cm X 92 cm X 4.5cm
Artwork 3 Medium: ACRYLIC ON HANDMADE CANVAS
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 300
Artwork 4 Title: "THE SEAGULL"
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 82 cm H x 82 cm H x 4.5cm
Artwork 4 Medium: ACRYLIC ON HANDMADE CANVAS
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 301
Artist Name: Olli Mäkinen
Website: https://www.ollimakinen.com/
IG:
Artist Statement: "Every Science begins as philosophy and ends as art."

For myÂ scientific artÂ I draw from studies on natural sciences, especially cosmology, study of the universe, and
astronomy.

I use experimental mixed techniques mainly with acrylic paints and metal leafing methods on transparent, impact
resistant acrylic and polycarbonate sheets. In each work, some new technical method has been used.
Â
The paintings are characterised by an exceptional glassy glow of colours (as in glass sculptures), the movement of
light on the surface, strong contrasts and the presence of the impact of randomness. The reflections take the viewer
into the works.
The paintings are (usually) without frames and are fastened to the wall from the corners with special stainless stand
off bolts,

The Multiverse series takes the viewer on a journey to the wonders of the universe.

The viewer of the works stands in the middle of a cosmic play. Our conceptions of matter, time, space and the
universe have evolved to reflect the conditions that are central to our own actions. In reality, they are but a modest
approximation of physical reality produced by our senses. Our senses consist of electrical signals from which our
brain “constructsâ€• our own external world.
Â
The multiverse is a hypothetical set of finite or infinite numbers of different universes that contain all physical
reality and the laws governing it. The other universes belonging to the multiverse, besides our own universe, are
called parallel universes.
Notes:

Artist ID: 301
Artwork 1 Title: Einsten got an idea: E=mc2
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 cm ^100 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media on transparent acrylic sheet
Artwork 1 Commentary: Einstein got an idea: E=mc2

“Everything must be made as simple as possible. But not simpler.â€•
Albert Einstein
A theoretical physicist who developed the theory of relativity
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 301
Artwork 2 Title: The Cosmic Symphony II
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 64 cm * 103 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed media on transparent acrylic sheet
Artwork 2 Commentary: The Cosmic Symphony II

“The universe is a pretty big place. If it's just us, seems like an awful waste of space.â€•
Carl Sagan
An American astronomer, cosmologist, astrophysicist, astrobiologist and author
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 301
Artwork 3 Title: Are we alone?
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100 cm * 100 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed media on transparent acrylic sheet
Artwork 3 Commentary: Are we alone?

“Sometimes I think we're alone in the universe, and sometimes I think we're not. In either case, the idea is quite
staggering.
Sir Arthur C. Clarke
A British science writer, science fiction writer and futurist
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 301
Artwork 4 Title: Wormholes in the Multiverse
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 76 cm * 144 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Mixed media on glass (with the frames)
Artwork 4 Commentary: Wormholes in the Multiverse

"Your theory is crazy, but itÂ´s not crazy enough to be true."
Niels Bohr
A Danish physicist who made foundational contributions to understanding atomic structure and quantum theory,
for which he received the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1922.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 304
Artist Name: Louise Ockenden
Website:
IG:
Artist Statement: My current work looks at everyday objects and details that might normally be overlooked, the
mundane, the ‘everyday’ the presumed know and unnoticeable. Items I have explored range from the security
markings within an envelope or pay packet, Â£5.00, Â£10.00 and Â£20.00 notes focusing on the vector patterns and
text. Surface pattern within interiors or architectural features, the tiles on floors or on walls other surface decoration
on paper and fabrics. Careful and repetitive hand cutting is used to remove selected areas from the structure of the
paper to form final image. The craft of removal and the repetition of cutting becomes as an important process as the
image that is finally produced.
The two layered hand paper cuts here are part of a much larger series of pieces that form a body of work. They play
with the idea of different layers, interweaving and drawing together the inside and outside of architectural
structures. Each series consists of multiple different layers of cut paper. Ideally the shadow plays as an important
part of the visual of the final piece that can be viewed from either side.
Notes:

Artist ID: 304
Artwork 1 Title: Corner
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x40cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Handcut paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: This paper cut is based on a chair created out of wire mesh, allowing the viewer to see all
the way through the structure and discover altering patterns as the move around the structure. The paper cut
becomes an interlinking image flattening the varying plains to create a different view of a flattened image. Multiple
pieces have been created from the varying angles.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 304
Artwork 2 Title: Interior
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40x60cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Hand cut paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: This paper cut is taken from an over patterned interior, the pattern repeating on the
different surfaces wallpaper or carpet, creating an optical vision on different plains.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 304
Artwork 3 Title: Envelope#9
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 15x22cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Photo etching ofHand cut paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: This series of paper cuts of envelopes are based on the security patterns found on their
interiors, different patterns for varying functions, the recreation of their form through folding recreates different
patterns and shadows. The paper cuts were then exposed to photo polymer plates and printed as an editition.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 304
Artwork 4 Title: Envelope#4
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 15x21cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Hand cut paper14
Artwork 4 Commentary: This series of paper cuts of envelopes are based on the security patterns found on their
interiors, different patterns for varying functions, the recreation of their form through folding recreates different
patterns and shadows.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 305
Artist Name: Bethany perry
Website: www.bethanyperryart.com
IG: Bethanyperryart
Artist Statement: During my career, I have found a beautiful balance between makeup artistry and performing art,
mastering the art of the striptease and pushing social boundaries. Performing art and development of the self is the
fuel behind what I create.

Raw, exposed body impressions convey an ocean of emotional and personal constraints. I love to work with others
to personalise impressions, open and free up hindering bondages that can cripple happiness and growth.

Explosive abstract pieces are another pleasure I indulge in, they have always been an emotional release and therapy
for me. I love to bring my canvas to life with embellishments and 3D designs, drawing on colour, light, texture and
contrast using different materials.

I am constantly exploring and drawing on life experiences, the emotional relationship we have with social pressures,
and the effect it can have on mental health and clarity. It is important for me to encourage others to shake off social
constraints, explore desires, erase fear and self doubt.
Notes:

Artist ID: 305
Artwork 1 Title: ROSIE
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 35.5x23.5
Artwork 1 Medium: Metallic acrylic body imprint on canvas with additional enamel embellishment
Artwork 1 Commentary: ROSIEâ€¢

This piece was inspired by my own experiences as an exotic dancer. Non verbally Conveying the battle with ‘the self’
and the light/Liberation we can all achieve when we face our fears and release mental restraints.

The image is Raw and feels explicit, with a sense of expansion and constriction, Pleasure and pain, lightness and
darkness.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 305
Artwork 2 Title: SOUL SHIMMERS
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 20x30â€•
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed media on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: SOUL SHIMMERSâ€¢

From a young age I have had a deep connection with this creature. Representing endurance, change, hope, and rebirth. Their transformation and delicate disposition has always comforted me in some way. I often incorporate them
in my work.

This particular piece depicts the human soul. The darkness, the light and the breakthrough.

It’s full of intrigue and intensity. The three dimensional butterflies change with the daylight throughout the day. The
textures, reflections and contrasts in this piece are ever changing, like we are.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 305

Artist ID: 305
Artwork 3 Title: MOTHER
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 20x20x2cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic and glitters in canvas. Resin finish.
Artwork 3 Commentary: Mother Earth is one of many Boob Imprints from my 2019 collection ‘Boob Minis’.
Collaborating with other women and their body confidence stories.

This particular impression was with a expectant mother and I love how the image feels so earthly. The initial
impression is made and I work into the print and embellish as needed.

This is an ongoing project which aims
To promote body acceptance and confidence. They are very personal and unique to the individual.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 305
Artwork 4 Title: CASSIE
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 72x53x3cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: Cassie was one of many body imprints from
My dancer series. Some hand embellished afterwards some not.

This piece is sensual, raw and portrays Cassie and her aura beautifully.

I love to see the skin and delicate details left behind on the paper. A beautiful moment caught in time, a moment
captured.

I was amazing to collaborate with these strong inspiring women of the night. It was a very healing part of my life.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 305

Artist ID: 306
Artist Name: Margaret Scott
Website: www.maggiescottonline.com
IG: maggiescottonline
Artist Statement: My large-scale works draw out the aesthetic and symbolic potential of the laborious process of
felting. The hand-felted re-interpretations of photographic images often explore the politics of representation and
the tensions and contradictions of a Black British or Black European identity.

For many years Photography and specifically self-portraiture has played a key role in all my work. While many of the
manipulated images become textiles, each series of work always generate ‘stand alone’ photographs.
Notes:

Artist ID: 306
Artwork 1 Title: No one came here to hide //12
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60 x 60 x 0.5
Artwork 1 Medium: Aluminium dibond photographic print
Artwork 1 Commentary: The ‘No One Came here to hide’ series is a natural progression from my previous work
investigating black face and Zwarte piet and had a working title of ‘I see you - but do you see meâ€¦?’ The
photographic prints, like the Textile images, continue my exploration of conflicting narratives; the softness and
flexibility of the textures contrasting with the uncompromising expression; visible/hiding? Opening up/closing down?
Object/subject?
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 306
Artwork 2 Title: No one came here to hide //13
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60 x 60 x 0.5
Artwork 2 Medium: Aluminium dibond photographic print
Artwork 2 Commentary: The ‘No One Came here to hide’ series is a natural progression from my previous work
investigating black face and Zwarte piet and had a working title of ‘I see you - but do you see meâ€¦?’ The
photographic prints, like the Textile images, continue my exploration of conflicting narratives; the softness and
flexibility of the textures contrasting with the uncompromising expression; visible/hiding? Opening up/closing down?
Object/subject?
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 306
Artwork 3 Title: ZP Big Sister (Triptych)
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 490 x 120 x 1
Artwork 3 Medium: Nuno felt & stitch
Artwork 3 Commentary: The catalyst for this series of work has been the phenomenon of ‘Zwarte Piet’- the black
servant/slave who accompanies Saint Nicolas at Christmas in the Netherlands. Referencing this quaint, offensive,
Dutch phenomenon of blacking up, I’ve used self-portraiture Ive created an alter-ego for Piet. The series, ‘Big Sister’
invite the viewer to re-evaluate Zwarte Piet, no longer the slave or child-like fool, but a commanding adult female
presence with a very different agenda.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 306
Artwork 4 Title: Big Sister (print)
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 100 x 129 x 0.5
Artwork 4 Medium: Aluminium dibond photographic print
Artwork 4 Commentary: The catalyst for this series of work has been the phenomenon of ‘Zwarte Piet’- the black
servant/slave who accompanies Saint Nicolas at Christmas in the Netherlands. Referencing this quaint, offensive,
Dutch phenomenon of blacking up, I’ve used self-portraiture Ive created an alter-ego for Piet. The series, ‘Big Sister’
invite the viewer to re-evaluate Zwarte Piet, no longer the slave or child-like fool, but a commanding adult female
presence with a very different agenda.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 311
Artist Name: Alastair Graham
Website: www.alagram.co.uk
IG: alastairartist48
Artist Statement:
Notes:

Artist ID: 311
Artwork 1 Title: The Three Marias
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80 x 59 x 2.5 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital Print on archival paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: A response, not to the three Marys at the Crucifixion, not to the three stars of Orion's Belt,
but to a composition by saxophonist Wayne Shorter.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 311
Artwork 2 Title: That small space between Wednesday and Thursday
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 93 x 73 x 2.5 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital print on archival paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: Inspired by an idea in "The Dictionary of the Khazars"
by Milorad Pavic.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 311
Artwork 3 Title: The Almanac of Up and Down
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 95 x 85 x 2.5 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Digital print on archival paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: A reflection on the ancient esoteric phrase "As Above, So Below".
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 311
Artwork 4 Title: Xhosa eKwindla
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 65 x 50 x 2.5 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Digital Print on archival paper
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 312
Artist Name: Kim Haerri
Website: https://sleep-under.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/sleep_under/
Artist Statement: Haerri Kim, is a painter and an illustrator who also experiments with various media. Currently, she
has finished her studies in fine art and printmaking in South Korea. In 2019 Kim engaged in a long term project called
“Fake Film Project â€•.

The project presents the intimate scenes about closing a relationship. The atypical part of it is that Kim reveals the
closure between herself and her father. The project is comprised of 2 pieces of sculpture, 5 sets of paintings, and
finally a 22-minute 4D single-channel video.

The Ultimate objective of “The Fake Film Projectâ€• is to bring up the spectators’ private recollection of their
families. Despite that ‘Personal Trauma’, the highly prominent theme has been mentioned ceaselessly throughout
the art culture, those words can’t be spoken or heard bluntly. “The Fake Film Projectâ€• presents the progress of
killing an undead or the one that is not erasable. Nonetheless, Kim claims that the act of effacing the link, in other
words, the relationship is the harder part. For someone it will feel like they’re going against the grain, fighting their
pre-conceived notions. Kim hopes that her approach of burying her trauma of domestic violence and her relationship
as a family member could state condolence to the spectators.
Notes:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=94dRoaW7xR8&app=desktop

Artist ID: 312
Artwork 1 Title: Father, Virtual Dada, and the sluggish ghost
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 112x112cm
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic and oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting was made to capture the portrait of the deceased. It is an hommage of the
trinity presenting the mimesis of the father, the artificial flesh, and finally the withering spirit of the father.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 312
Artwork 2 Title: Fake Film
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Artwork 2 Medium: 22-minute single - channel video, 4D, color and sound
Artwork 2 Commentary: “Film Kimâ€• who is the protagonist of the film, appears as a father among the paintings
and drawings. Kim has departed with her father for 10 years and she only managed to contact him online. She heard
through the grapevine that her father has been imprisoned for a couple of years and has started a new marriage.
However, Kim can’t confirm any of those facts including the fact that Mr.kim is alive. The irony is that Mr.Kim still
appears continuously as a form of a digitalized code, and Kim decided to resurrect him as a virtual dad.

LINK:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=94dRoaW7xR8&app=desktop
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 312
Artwork 3 Title: Virtual Dada
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 120x120x180 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: polymer clay, wood, silicone, acrylic tank.
Artwork 3 Commentary: “Film Kimâ€• or "Mr.kim" is once again reconstructed in the form of a totem. Kim initiated
by making layers of fleshes then connecting the pieces to incarnate the body. Afterward, she tributed Mr.Kim by
executing the body and making a funeral disguised as an exhibition.

The totem is not meant to be regarded as a projection of hostility and vengeance, but rather a symbol of sympathy.
The ritual for showing Kim's condolences is accomplished by channeling the negative overtones by building the
totem. The tabooed actions committed towards the totem are a performance of giving him a sense of closure. Thus
funeral functions as the burial of the traumatic events that Kim's father has caused.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 312
Artwork 4 Title: DON'T LOOK
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 80.3x 80.3 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: acrylic and oil on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 313
Artist Name: Patti Vaz Dias
Website: www.vazdiasart.nl
IG:
Artist Statement: Goodday to all.
I am Patti, I draw stories.
Anecdotical little insights into moments in time.
If you want to stand still and peer into the shadows of eloquent words & phrases, my work is for you.
I have the illustrator of the underside since 1973.
Patti
Notes:

Artist ID: 313
Artwork 1 Title: Sandman ltd.
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 35cm x 45cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Pen and ink
Artwork 1 Commentary: Sandman ltd.
The story of modern age insomnia.
Sandman ltd. Is a company specialized in putting people to sleep.
Currently slightly understaffed, a whole new battalion of stagieres are employed to try and get all the work done.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 313
Artwork 2 Title: A farewell to rhyme and reason.
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 35cm x 35cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Pen and ink
Artwork 2 Commentary: Farewell.
A personal commentary on the madness and pressure of the western world.
A portrait of me leaving the things behind everyone thinks you cannot do without. And a year later I moved to
France.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 313
Artwork 3 Title: Ovary dragon
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50cm x 70cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Pen and ink
Artwork 3 Commentary: An anecdotical and personal take on menopausal upheaval.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 313
Artwork 4 Title: Barking up the right tree
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 70cm x 50cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Pen and ink
Artwork 4 Commentary: Barking.
A drawing symbolizing spiritual growth in learning how to trust ones own judgement
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 314
Artist Name: Loraine Rutt
Website: www.lorainerutt.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/the_little_globe_co/
Artist Statement: Given that my twin passions for cartography and clay formed in childhood, it was perhaps
inevitable that I would end up combining the two in my work. But while I seek an extraordinary attention to detail
when it comes to contours, perspectives and colour, it is not a replica that I seek to create. Rather it is that
cartographer’s exactitude and discipline combined with a hunger to reveal more about each piece and its subject whether distant planet or sunken river - through the specific materials and processes I use or the treatments which
subtly document the impacts of human interaction with place over time. The thing that unites all my work is human
interaction with landscape.
Mapping coordinates defined as longitude and latitude overlay the Earth with a network used to navigate and
define ownership. These networks provide the framework for all map projections, and are referenced in all of my
pieces. This grid has been used, I hope to powerful effect, in a recent piece, Segment, which is a 1,000 hour kneejerk
response to the post truth fake news permeating contemporary newsfeeds. The common perception of a world map
as a rectangle completely distorts the comparative sizes of countries. The further away from the equator the more it
exagerates. This favours Europe; the poles are barely registered. I wanted to divide a globe up and present it flat so
that all the continent’s sizes were accurate.
Notes:

Artist ID: 314
Artwork 1 Title: Divided Globe Triptych
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 72x200x4
Artwork 1 Medium: Porcelain
Artwork 1 Commentary: Divided Globe Triptych - Segment and Poles Apart 1, 2 & 3 of 3
Edition 6 of 20 2019
Porcelain relief scale 1:26 million
Vertical scale 1:500 thousand
Modelled by hand in porcelain from a world contour map, researched and drawn by the artist.
The common perception of a world map as a rectangle completely distorts the comparative sizes of countries. The
further away from the equator the more it exagerates. This favours Europe; the poles are barely registered. I wanted
to divide a globe up and present it flat so that all the continent’s sizes were accurate.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 314
Artwork 2 Title: Divided Globe Triptych - Segment 2 of 3
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 72 x 144 x 4
Artwork 2 Medium: Porcelain
Artwork 2 Commentary: Divided Globe Triptych - Segment 2 of 3
Porcelain relief scale 1:26 million
Vertical scale 1:500 thousand
Modelled by hand in porcelain from a world contour map, researched and drawn by the artist.
The common perception of a world map as a rectangle completely distorts the comparative sizes of countries. The
further away from the equator the more it exagerates. This favours Europe; the poles are barely registered. I wanted
to divide a globe up and present it flat so that all the continent’s sizes were accurate.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 314
Artwork 3 Title: Divided Globe Triptych - Poles Apart Antarctica 3 of 3
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 30 x 30 x 4
Artwork 3 Medium: Porcelain
Artwork 3 Commentary: Divided Globe Triptych - Poles Apart Antarctica 3 of 3
Porcelain relief Horizontal scale 1:26 million
Vertical scale 1:500 thousand
Modelled by hand in porcelain from a world contour map, researched and drawn by the artist.
The common perception of a world map as a rectangle completely distorts the comparative sizes of countries. The
further away from the equator the more it exagerates. This favours Europe; the poles are barely registered. I wanted
to divide a globe up and present it flat so that all the continent’s sizes were accurate.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 314
Artwork 4 Title: 24 Carat Earth
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 9.5 cm diameter
Artwork 4 Medium: Porcelain, English Oak, Gold Leaf
Artwork 4 Commentary: Pocket globe, scale 1:170 million. Natural English Oak Pocket Case with interior water gilded
with 23.5 carat gold leaf
Signed by the artist around Antarctica. A polychrome porcelain pocket globe .
The raised relief is exaggerated to clearly depict the planets mountain ranges. The original model for this handmade edition was based on remote sensing survey. The interior of the case is water gilt, and as the globe travels the
raised relief will record the voyage with a series of marks on the gilt revealing the underlying earth foundation.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 320
Artist Name: Peter Rear
Website: www.peterey.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/petereyfineart/
Artist Statement: After running an international production studio for 15 years, life changes have given me the
exciting opportunity to take my career in a new direction, true to my heart's calling. I am now pursuing the creation
of contemporary fine art photography under an artist pseudonym, Pete Rey. In my career I have been the personal
photographer for JLo, amongst other celebrities, and worked with many of the leading luxury brands of the world.

As the great grandson of the famous scientist Gordon Miller Dobson CBE who was instrumental in the discovery of
the hole in the ozone layer, I have always enjoyed a talented grasp of technology and driven it to excel my work.
Now I am combining this with my comprehensive expertise of post-production to create a totally unique form of
contemporary fine art photography, whereby original photographs are transformed into alternate realities, but still
recognisable from their original form.

The collection was inspired by the work of Dr Joe Dispenza and his teachings of the Unified Field, through which
energy flows between the dimensions, which transcends into beautiful movement through all the pieces.
Notes:

Artist ID: 320
Artwork 1 Title: QUANTUM
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150x300cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Metallic C-Type Print
Artwork 1 Commentary: The opening piece and iconic first creation
of the series DIMENSIONS, presents a
stunning trancedence of energy flows
into the QUANTUM.

Strokes of soft movement draw the
eye to the centre of the artwork where
the energy collides and is propelled into
the unkown. To each side we see gate
holes where the energy originates from,
likened to black holes, as it crosses the
dimensional barrier, which can also be
seen at its central exit point into the void.

Through the body of work ‘DIMENSIONS’, REY takes us on a journey to blur the lines between the known and
unknown, creating unique artworks to represent the transcendence of energy flows into the QUANTUM and beyond.
Deeply inspired by the work of Dr Joe Dispenza in the field, REY takes original captured photographs and transforms
the subjects through various digital painting techniques and artistic effects, to produce breathtaking pieces of large
format art up to 3m across.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 320

Artist ID: 320
Artwork 2 Title: LUSTROUS
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 150x300cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Metallic C-Type Print
Artwork 2 Commentary: One of the most powerful pieces in the series DIMENSIONS, a strong flow of energy ascends
from each side of the artwork, finally diverging at the centre into the QUANTUM.

Produced from a photograph captured of Hong Kong’s waterline shoreline, the piece presents a vibrant
transcendence of energy of the human world, propelling into the void.

Through the body of work ‘DIMENSIONS’, REY takes us on a journey to blur the lines between the known and
unknown, creating unique artworks to represent the transcendence of energy flows into the QUANTUM and beyond.
Deeply inspired by the work of Dr Joe Dispenza in the field, REY takes original captured photographs and transforms
the subjects through various digital painting techniques and artistic effects, to produce breathtaking pieces of large
format art up to 3m across.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 320

Artist ID: 320
Artwork 3 Title: REGAL
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 200x150cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Metallic C-Type Print
Artwork 3 Commentary: Transformed from a photograph taken at the Royal Pavillion, the piece has a warm pastel
colour palette of REGAL nature.

Golden hues blend with rich reds to frame a swirl of palacial tones, bringing the eye to the central soul of the piece,
where it flows into the UNIFIED FIELD, with the iconic gate holes.

Through the body of work ‘DIMENSIONS’, REY takes us on a journey to blur the lines between the known and
unknown, creating unique artworks to represent the transcendence of energy flows into the QUANTUM and beyond.
Deeply inspired by the work of Dr Joe Dispenza in the field, REY takes original captured photographs and transforms
the subjects through various digital painting techniques and artistic effects, to produce breathtaking pieces of large
format art up to 3m across.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 320

Artist ID: 320
Artwork 4 Title: BLOOM
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 150x150cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Metallic C-Type Print
Artwork 4 Commentary: A vibrant presentation of nature’s wonder, BLOOM brings together soft hues and bold tones
of deep red.

Mastered from an original picture of a rose head, the artwork forms a surreal abstract floral piece of captivating
depth.

Through the body of work ‘DIMENSIONS’, REY takes us on a journey to blur the lines between the known and
unknown, creating unique artworks to represent the transcendence of energy flows into the QUANTUM and beyond.
Deeply inspired by the work of Dr Joe Dispenza in the field, REY takes original captured photographs and transforms
the subjects through various digital painting techniques and artistic effects, to produce breathtaking pieces of large
format art up top 3m across.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 320

Artist ID: 322
Artist Name: Allaster Grant
Website: https://www.agdrawings.com/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/agdrawings_/
Artist Statement: I am an Artist based in South Wales, predominantly operating in Cardiff, however I also practice in
London, Brecon and Europe’s wider context, analysing and recording the places that I encounter.

My work is rooted in Architecture and often takes me to different European cities, when studying subjects of the
urban environment; I consider how our personage relate to architecture and the landscape, drawing from our
immemorial context in order to understand our anthropocosmic place.

My work is expressionist, whilst drawing, the presence of the space gives energy to the lines within my work and are
coupled with the sense of architectural rationality.
Notes:

Artist ID: 322
Artwork 1 Title: Antoni Gaudi.
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 200cm x 200cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Pen & Ink, Drawing.
Artwork 1 Commentary: Antoni Gaudi, famous for his naturalistic and humanist ideologies is portrayed here
austerely and sharply in contrast to these ideas of nature and organic forms.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 322
Artwork 2 Title: The Portal of Pitti Palace
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 15cm x 15cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Pen & Ink, Drawing.
Artwork 2 Commentary: After a long day of touring Florence, I found myself amongst many encamped outside of
Palazzo Pitti; enjoying the sun and surrounding chatter of other visitors. The forecourt offers a view to the Palace
portal. A view proceeding the path all must take. The transitional space, where many dwell.

https://www.agdrawings.com/pitti-palace
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 322
Artwork 3 Title: Castle Arcade
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 30cm x 40cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Pen & Ink, Drawing.
Artwork 3 Commentary: Balconies above, married with ornate detailing of an eclectic taste. If you ever find yourself
in Castle Arcade, look up.

https://www.agdrawings.com/castlearcade
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 322
Artwork 4 Title: Castle Coch
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 30cm x 30cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Pen & Ink, Drawing.
Artwork 4 Commentary: https://www.agdrawings.com/castellchoch
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 326
Artist Name: James Hayes
Website: https://www.theliminalpage.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/theliminalpage/
Artist Statement: I am an emerging professional visual artist, free-lance illustrator and qualified architect.
My default state of being is creating images as a way of making sense of the world around me.
My arts practice is principally borne of the traditions of hand drawing and oil painting.
I am inspired by many things: places, people, stories.. (both real and imagined).
I am particularly intrigued by the phenomenology of place. I’m interested in the way in which our experience of
places and the relationships we forge with them exist as an ever evolving, jumbled and reciprocal flow across the
material, -immaterial and -emotional realms.Â I think there’s always a kind of quiet unseen interplay between our
phenomenal experience of a place in the moment and our own internal meta-narratives.
As such my personal work is often an exploration of this complex relationship between self and surroundings.Â I try
to create work that makes manifest this elusive interaction, the fluid dynamic that exists somewhere between the
immaterial and the material, -the literal and metaphorical.Â
My ambition for the work is that it might communicate or illicit a tacit human understanding of the wholeness of
our spatial or 'platial' experience; ..a particular sense of place, a subtle suspended narrative or emotional state. The
work I produce is often imbued with autobiographical elements - drawing on the personal experiences, relationships,
feelings and emotions thatÂ connect me as an individual to the world around me.
Notes:

Artist ID: 326
Artwork 1 Title: Edge | Horizon'
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150 x 100 x 2
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece is part of a linked series of paintings responding to the contemporary Irish
landscape (Submitted Artworks 1-4). They are all inspired by my own personal and phenomenal experience of
particular places that form the landscape near my home in the west of Ireland. Each one simply bear witness to a still
and silent human moment or memory - acting as an evocative fragment of elusive meaning, hinting at ...
‘unknowables, unsayables, unpronouncables'.With this series I am focused onÂ atmosphere and mood, -trying
embrace and amplify whatever underlying psychological tension is to be found occupying that space between self
and surroundings in these particular locations. The figures populating the scenes are often absorbed in something
unseen by way of prompting the viewer to construct and continue the suspended narrative.
The aim is that perhaps in so doing, the viewer is compelled to exploreÂ their own well of personal experience and
emotional memory in order to weave the story. Whilst each piece is quite particular and deeply personal to me, I
hope there is a sense of intimacy that allows others find something universal in the midst of my particular
experience.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 326
Artwork 2 Title: Wanderer beneath the Sea of Cloud'
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100 x 76 xÂ 2
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: This piece is part of a linked series of paintings responding to the contemporary Irish
landscape (Submitted Artworks 1-4). They are all inspired by my own personal and phenomenal experience of
particular places that form the landscape near my home in the west of Ireland. Each one simply bear witness to a still
and silent human moment or memory - acting as an evocative fragment of elusive meaning, hinting at ...
‘unknowables, unsayables, unpronouncables'.With this series I am focused onÂ atmosphere and mood, -trying
embrace and amplify whatever underlying psychological tension is to be found occupying that space between self
and surroundings in these particular locations. The figures populating the scenes are often absorbed in something
unseen by way of prompting the viewer to construct and continue the suspended narrative.
The aim is that perhaps in so doing, the viewer is compelled to exploreÂ their own well of personal experience and
emotional memory in order to weave the story. Whilst each piece is quite particular and deeply personal to me, I
hope there is a sense of intimacy that allows others find something universal in the midst of my particular
experience.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 326
Artwork 3 Title: Coping'
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100 x 76 x 2
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: This piece is part of a linked series of paintings responding to the contemporary Irish
landscape (Submitted Artworks 1-4). They are all inspired by my own personal and phenomenal experience of
particular places that form the landscape near my home in the west of Ireland. Each one simply bear witness to a still
and silent human moment or memory - acting as an evocative fragment of elusive meaning, hinting at ...
‘unknowables, unsayables, unpronouncables'.With this series I am focused onÂ atmosphere and mood, -trying
embrace and amplify whatever underlying psychological tension is to be found occupying that space between self
and surroundings in these particular locations. The figures populating the scenes are often absorbed in something
unseen by way of prompting the viewer to construct and continue the suspended narrative.
The aim is that perhaps in so doing, the viewer is compelled to exploreÂ their own well of personal experience and
emotional memory in order to weave the story. Whilst each piece is quite particular and deeply personal to me, I
hope there is a sense of intimacy that allows others find something universal in the midst of my particular
experience.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 326
Artwork 4 Title: Reposing'
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 30 x 81 x 4
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary: This piece is part of a linked series of paintings responding to the contemporary Irish
landscape (Submitted Artworks 1-4). They are all inspired by my own personal and phenomenal experience of
particular places that form the landscape near my home in the west of Ireland. Each one simply bear witness to a still
and silent human moment or memory - acting as an evocative fragment of elusive meaning, hinting at ...
‘unknowables, unsayables, unpronouncables'.With this series I am focused onÂ atmosphere and mood, -trying
embrace and amplify whatever underlying psychological tension is to be found occupying that space between self
and surroundings in these particular locations. The figures populating the scenes are often absorbed in something
unseen by way of prompting the viewer to construct and continue the suspended narrative.
The aim is that perhaps in so doing, the viewer is compelled to exploreÂ their own well of personal experience and
emotional memory in order to weave the story. Whilst each piece is quite particular and deeply personal to me, I
hope there is a sense of intimacy that allows others find something universal in the midst of my particular
experience.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 327
Artist Name: Feya Wenham-Bullock
Website:
IG: @feyaart
Artist Statement: Art is both my passion and my therapy, working with Acrylic paints or using watercolours, I love to
use bold colours to create my Artwork. Pop Art in particular has been an obvious influence which began over 20
years ago upon first discovering the work of Roy Lichtenstein. From that time, mixing rich colours with dark outlines
has become a favoured style. I developed a technique whilst blending left over acrylics, and from there a new
method began to take shape, over time this not only consisted of colour blending, but texture also became an
important part of my process, this is evident in the waves on my Tower of Light submission. I have a thirst for
learning and experiencing new mediums and using delicate watercolours was a complete contrast from the heavy
acrylics I had spent so long using. In 2015 I damaged my lower back and despite spinal surgery in 2016 I continued to
suffer with nerve damage in my left leg, which along with more recent health issues has rendered me disabled. My
Art gives me an escapism and distraction from the pain that I experience daily and allows me to lose myself in a
world of colours and imagination. My Painting allows me to extract, focus and build on all the positives surrounding
my circumstances and significantly benefits both my physical and also my mental health.
Notes:

Artist ID: 327
Artwork 1 Title: Paradox in Art
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 102x81.5x1.5cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic Paints
Artwork 1 Commentary: This acrylic abstract piece was a turning point for my Art style. Taking on a pop art influence
with a multitude of shapes, colours and thick black outlines. The solid colours of the regimented inner sections have
then fused together to create a multiplicity of vibrant shades, and jagged lines that draw your eyes to atypical shapes
and unpredictability that guarantees you always finding something you hadn't seen before.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 327
Artwork 2 Title: Tower of Light
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40x30x6cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed Media, polyfiler, acrylic, watercolours, LED light (battery operated)
Artwork 2 Commentary: Formed from a passion for Lighthouses and a love of the sea, this piece consists of a wide
range of media. The 3D Lighthouse was constructed using polyfiller and recycled materials before being painted with
acrylic paint, an LED bulb is located inside the lantern room acting as the beacon and can be operated from the back
of the canvas. The sky background was painted with watercolours before being added delicately to the canvas in one
piece. The acrylic waves have been painted directly on to the canvas using my own developed technique of mixing
and applying the colours in a way that beautiful unique patterns are dictated by the paint itself. The Lighthouse sits
upon a pile of protruding rocks, created from tissue paper and acrylic paint and successfully gives the impression of
how isolated the area must be in order to fulfil its dominant destiny as the Tower of Light.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 327
Artwork 3 Title: Contradiction
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 40.5x30.5x0.3cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic Paints
Artwork 3 Commentary: A brightly boldly coloured abstract piece inspired from the pop art movement. A mixture of
straight and curved shapes each outlined with a black acrylic line separating out each colour and shape. I like to
incorporate one or two familiar items within pieces like this, for this piece, a star and a few flowers were the items of
choice. Mixing something real with shapes and lines with no underlying meaning can build an interesting contrast
and also provides a focus point to return back to whilst exploring the rest of the painting.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 327
Artwork 4 Title: Bunny Beau
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 42.3x32.5x3.5cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Watercolours
Artwork 4 Commentary: Bunny Beau is painted with Chinese watercolours that have provided a different level of
pigment to the overall work. Worked up over a number of layers this relatively eye catching and mesmerising piece
with its fluffy coat and abundance of whiskers was one of my first attempts at watercolours and remains a firm
favourite.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 328
Artist Name: felicity Gill
Website: felicitygill.co.uk
IG: felicitygillartist
Artist Statement: In an age of social media and selfie sticks, the image we portray of ourselves can be a little
superficial - more focussed on what we do than who we are, what we think or how we feel.
In my work as a portrait painter, I strive to capture more than just moments, searching for a likeness that ebbs and
flows as the painting progresses - as if in a wonderful game of hide and seek. As a result we get to see more facets
and dimensions of the subject’s ‘being’ than you’d ever find on their Instagram. However in my new figurative
paintings I have been experimenting with a looser gestural approach. Exploring how to paint vulnerability and
emotion, my intention is for the flow of the paint to lead the viewer’s eye around the painting until it settles on a
feature which comes into focus such as an eye or a hand, allowing them to fill in the fuller picture. I wanted to see if I
could paint an emotion without painting an expression on a face.
Notes:

Artist ID: 328
Artwork 1 Title: Untitled 1
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70x50
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on linen
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting has been a breakthrough for me - for the first time I felt I had painted emotion
without literally describing it with an expression on a face.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 328
Artwork 2 Title: Dance
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60x40
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on linen
Artwork 2 Commentary: Again I am trying to paint emotion by showing just the touch of the hand on the back.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 328
Artwork 3 Title: Embrace
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 70x60
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on linen
Artwork 3 Commentary: I hope by focussing on the hand and the movement of the paint, the viewer's eye is drawn
around the painting just as we naturally look at things in real life.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 328
Artwork 4 Title: Facet 4
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 40x40
Artwork 4 Medium: oil on cotton
Artwork 4 Commentary: I wanted to focus on the eye allowing the viewer to see the face as we approach a face in
real life.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 329
Artist Name: Zaneta Veljanoska
Website: www.zani.com.mk
IG: zanigelevska
Artist Statement: Im graduated from the Faculty of Fine Art Skopje, Macedonia in 1989. I participated in numerous
exhibitions in my native Macedonia, involving myself in various art related projects. My work has reached over 15
countries worldwide and is in many private and public collections. In 1999 I was invited to exhibit at the prestigious
Blains Fine Art Gallery in Mayfair, London and soon after that I relocated to England, where I'm now operating as a
full time freelance artist. I am always experimenting and my paintings are a unique blend achieved by combining
acrylic and mixed media and a range of unusual materials. These materials have become a distinguishing feature of
my work and in many cases the materials dictate the form, as well as give the paintings their distinctive quality. My
paintings have a powerful strength and refreshing spontaneity with rich variations of color and tone. Most of my
inspiration is drawn from ordinary people and everyday experiences and events. The work is often based on the
relationship between public and private space, memories of the past and visions of the future. Im fast becoming a
sought after artist in the world of contemporary art and exhibit my work during the year in a number of galleries in
the world
Notes:

Artist ID: 329
Artwork 1 Title: Chameleon
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100cm x 100cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 329
Artwork 2 Title: My dream
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80cm x 80cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 329
Artwork 3 Title: Party time
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50cm x 50cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed media on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 329
Artwork 4 Title: Meditation
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 40cm x 30cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Mixed media on canvas
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 331
Artist Name: Grete Hjorth-Johansen
Website: gretehjorthjohansen.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/gretephoto/
Artist Statement: Bridging the gap between photographic and painterly aesthetics, Hjorth-Johansen uses a vibrant
colour palette to explore and describe the moods, emotions and atmospheres that she experiences in her daily life.
Love, grief, melancholy and anger are all recurring themes. Rather than documenting a certain defined reality as
seen by anyone, she aims to let her inner world spill its colours onto the surfaces of the simplest shapes, the
mundane, the familiar. Her approach is to forge an intimate connection with her chosen subject matter, and in doing
so revealing something previously hidden or overlooked.
Notes:

Artist ID: 331
Artwork 1 Title: GRIEF #03
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 75x60x0.01
Artwork 1 Medium: Photographic giclee print
Artwork 1 Commentary: This image looks at chilling fear, usually experienced right at the start of the grieving
process.

SERIES DESCRIPTION:
This series explores the battle between the various emotions that arise during the process of grieving and attempts
at controlling the mess. Some people 'win' this battle by completely burying their grief, achieving control but losing
touch with themselves. Others fall apart while their pain burns like a wildfire. Control isn't much of a triumph, but
acceptance might be.

Sony A7RIII camera and Canon 50mm TS-E lens. Perspex boxes lit with various torches and laser pens during long
exposures. Gray colorama. Minimal retouching and editing.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 331

Artist ID: 331
Artwork 2 Title: GRIEF #11
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 75x60x0.01
Artwork 2 Medium: Photographic giclee print
Artwork 2 Commentary: This image looks at the exhaustion, depression, and brain fog often experienced in the
period after loss.

SERIES DESCRIPTION:
This series explores the battle between the various emotions that arise during the process of grieving and attempts
at controlling the mess. Some people 'win' this battle by completely burying their grief, achieving control but losing
touch with themselves. Others fall apart while their pain burns like a wildfire. Control isn't much of a triumph, but
acceptance might be.

Sony A7RIII camera and Canon 50mm TS-E lens. Perspex boxes lit with various torches and laser pens during long
exposures. Gray colorama. Minimal retouching and editing.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 331

Artist ID: 331
Artwork 3 Title: GRIEF #07
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 75x60x0.01
Artwork 3 Medium: Photographic giclee print
Artwork 3 Commentary: This image looks at the violent anger and despair during the most intense phase of loss.

SERIES DESCRIPTION:
This series explores the battle between the various emotions that arise during the process of grieving and attempts
at controlling the mess. Some people 'win' this battle by completely burying their grief, achieving control but losing
touch with themselves. Others fall apart while their pain burns like a wildfire. Control isn't much of a triumph, but
acceptance might be.

Sony A7RIII camera and Canon 50mm TS-E lens. Perspex boxes lit with various torches and laser pens during long
exposures. Gray colorama. Minimal retouching and editing.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 331

Artist ID: 331
Artwork 4 Title: GRIEF #06
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 75x60x0.01
Artwork 4 Medium: Photographic giclee print
Artwork 4 Commentary: This image looks at the more buried emotions that rage and burn inside but might not be so
obvious on the outside.

SERIES DESCRIPTION:
This series explores the battle between the various emotions that arise during the process of grieving and attempts
at controlling the mess. Some people 'win' this battle by completely burying their grief, achieving control but losing
touch with themselves. Others fall apart while their pain burns like a wildfire. Control isn't much of a triumph, but
acceptance might be.

Sony A7RIII camera and Canon 50mm TS-E lens. Perspex boxes lit with various torches and laser pens during long
exposures. Gray colorama. Minimal retouching and editing.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 331

Artist ID: 337
Artist Name: Martha Zmpounou
Website: http://marthazmpounou.com/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/marthazmpounou/?hl=en
Artist Statement: My work revolves around the human figure and its function as a signifier of the human identity. I
see the latter through the lens of postmodern theory, as something multifaceted, fragmented and always in-flux, an
outcome of a layering process.
My work is consisted of several series.In my images I explore the ways the human body is visually misrepresented in
mass media, and I aim at subverting what the viewer expects to see. My ‘Face and Figure studies’ series, revolves
around the idea of the portrait as a means and space of exposure. It seeks to subvert the apparent glorification in
portraiture and invoke the fragmentary and the discursive. By using a colorful mix of water-based media and working
from the fashion and pop culture, masking and layering are deployed to create figures whose identities emerge out
of a play of hiding and revealing. I seek to create fragmented and grotesque portraits that touch upon the
misinterpretation of the human figure in media and evoke the undermining of the idolized personas that are
portrayed, balancing between beauty and repulsion.
Notes:

Artist ID: 337
Artwork 1 Title: Christian
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 75x55x5cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Watercolour on paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: Part of series of artworks and face studies, Kristian is the portrait of an Italian friend from
Syracuse, Sicily. Created through multiple layers and washes, the aim was to develop the painting by continuously
responding to the medium’s inherent qualities; its fluid and seemingly transparent nature. This process involved
embracing and incorporating accidental bleeds into the outcome, as well as leaving areas of the painting ‘undone’,
to some degree, while working in more detail in others. The objective was to capture the apparent imperfections of
the skin and its fragility, echoing the fragility and transient nature of emotions, as well as subtly convey the
introspective element in Kristian’s look, a mix between melancholy and contentment.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 337
Artwork 2 Title: Tangled
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 155x125x10cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Ink, acrylic, paper, pencil and collage on paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: Part of the series of works titled ‘Individuals’, ‘Tangled’ is made through a process of cutting
and reassembling various visual elements such as drawings, fragments of paintings and found imagery. Drawing from
the Jungian notion of the animus/anima, our unconscious side, these elements, at times distorted or broken into
pieces, come together to create a phycological portrait.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 337
Artwork 3 Title: Fragment
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 90x40x5cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic, paper, plywood.
Artwork 3 Commentary: Part of a new series of assemblages exploring the sculptural properties of painting
elements, such as brushstrokes and testing the boundaries and limitations of the medium of painting.

Conceptually tackling themes such as consumerism and materiality.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 337
Artwork 4 Title: Untitled Portrait study: Diptych
Artwork 4 Dimensions: Diptych. left: 55x45x10cm and right 45x35x10cm
Artwork 4 Medium: left: sculpted acrylic skin, right: acrylic on paper
Artwork 4 Commentary:
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 338
Artist Name: Amy-Leigh Bird
Website: www.amyleighbird.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/amyleighbird/
Artist Statement: My work has always been inspired by the natural world and I have enjoyed exploring new ways in
which to display my work and collections. My work celebrates material, both natural and manmade, and I enjoy
displaying my work in a way which feels understandable and accessible. I am interested in art within a domestic
setting and why people choose to fill their homes with memorabilia, collections, and souvenirs. My cabinet pieces
aim to reconnect people with place, with the past and with nature, which they may have lost sight of in a time of
rapid change and disposability. For the last year I have been exploring the banks of the Thames and studying bones
found on the foreshore. From this I create photopolymer etching prints and hand make my own curiosity cabinets.

As part of my on-going practice I am examining the psychology of collecting, why we collect and if was in fact the
first form of art; whether it is an essential and intrinsic part of the human experience in that it allows the individual
to express their identity through the selection and presentation of objects.

My work aims to celebrate, inform, and through play, discover, an understanding of the world around me.
Notes:

Artist ID: 338
Artwork 1 Title: Origins of Art, 2019
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30cm x 30cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture
Artwork 1 Commentary: I am exploring the notion that the earliest artistic impulses involved recognising and
ascribing value to objects that we find around us. During this project I am examining my own collecting habits and
their meaning for me. I have continued a life long habit of mud larking on the Thames foreshore and using my
findings to create new work. This has involved collecting, repurposing and presenting found objects. It has also led
me to use some of those finds in contemporary forms of printing. There is something innate in the human condition
which compels us to bring precious things into our homes to present and preserve them. For millennia, human
homes have contained areas in which to display the things we value, much like in Jim Eades House at Kettles Yard.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 338
Artwork 2 Title: Origins of Art, Bone (1)
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70cm x 35cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Photopolymer Etching
Artwork 2 Commentary: I was exploring the notion that the earliest artistic impulses involved recognising and
ascribing value to objects that we find around us. During this project I examined my own collecting habits and their
meaning for me. I have continued a life long habit of mud larking on the Thames foreshore and using my findings to
create new work. This has involved collecting, repurposing and presenting found objects. In particular, bones.

Bones are a precious beautiful thing. They protect the various organs of the body, they produce red and white blood
cells, they store minerals and provide structure and support of the body. They are a complex internal structure that
enable mobility.

It has also led me to use some of those finds in contemporary forms of printing. There is something innate in the
human condition which compels us to bring precious things into our homes to present and preserve them. For
millennia, human homes have contained areas in which to display the things we value, much like in Jim Eades House
at Kettles Yard.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 338

Artist ID: 338
Artwork 3 Title: Etching Outside the Studio (2)
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100cm x 100cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Painting
Artwork 3 Commentary: Thematically, this project involved making work about urban areas, a ‘sense of place’ and
the therapeutic benefits of becoming immersed in a natural environment within a cityscape. I had previously begun
to experiment with leaving my metal plates in the river. The results were beautiful. It expressed a melding of human
and natural processes, which aligned with the theoretical readings on ‘topophilia’ that I was researching at the time.
This is a new series of ‘rust paintings’ that were made from several different materials including organza, silk, cotton
and canvas. I created this series by leaving the etching plates outside, but wrapped in the fabrics. Left to the
elements, the metal plates rust and this bonds to the fabric. After some time the fabric is removed to reveal
abstract, vibrant forms, each one different to the last.

By allowing nature to assist in creating my plates, the elements generate their own details and pigment. What is
traditionally a detailed and highly controlled process becomes contingent, autonomous, and experimental. In this
project, I explored the beauty of natural processes by allowing them to create delicate patterns and colours with a
minimum of human interference.

Rust is a beautiful material. In a world that is quickly decaying I find it easier to identify beauty in the 'ruin lust' and
mundane than in the pristine and ornate.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 338

Artist ID: 338
Artwork 4 Title: Etching Outside the Studio (3)
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 100cm x 100cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Painting
Artwork 4 Commentary: Thematically, this project involved making work about urban areas, a ‘sense of place’ and
the therapeutic benefits of becoming immersed in a natural environment within a cityscape. I had previously begun
to experiment with leaving my metal plates in the river. The results were beautiful. It expressed a melding of human
and natural processes, which aligned with the theoretical readings on ‘topophilia’ that I was researching at the time.
This is a new series of ‘rust paintings’ that were made from several different materials including organza, silk, cotton
and canvas. I created this series by leaving the etching plates outside, but wrapped in the fabrics. Left to the
elements, the metal plates rust and this bonds to the fabric. After some time the fabric is removed to reveal
abstract, vibrant forms, each one different to the last.

By allowing nature to assist in creating my plates, the elements generate their own details and pigment. What is
traditionally a detailed and highly controlled process becomes contingent, autonomous, and experimental. In this
project, I explored the beauty of natural processes by allowing them to create delicate patterns and colours with a
minimum of human interference.

Rust is a beautiful material. In a world that is quickly decaying I find it easier to identify beauty in the 'ruin lust' and
mundane than in the pristine and ornate.
Artwork 4 Image:

Artist ID: 338

Artist ID: 339
Artist Name: Alice Motte-Munoz
Website:
IG: alicemottemunozart
Artist Statement: I seek to develop a style that is refined and restrained, as I love seeking the essence of things, yet I
am also interested in getting the media that I use to almost explode out of their context, with an energy and flow
that transcends borders, whether visual or cultural. I am interested in femininity not only through artistic media, via
the use of materials and techniques that can be soft and dynamic, such as charcoal, graphite, or watercolour, but
also in the art itself. As the First Prize Winner of the Trinity Buoy Wharf Award (previous Jerwood Drawing Award) of
2019, this would help me further the development of art that partly focuses on a greater understanding of my own
roots, and those of others. Half Filipina half French, with some Italian, Chinese, Belgian and Irish blood running in my
veins, I feel I have developed a style that combines Asian and European origins. Having lived in England for fifteen
years, your encouragement would allow me to explore artistically the influence that British art and culture has on my
creations. I highly value the Importance of celebrating the past and ensuring we perpetuate our traditions, but I also
want to push the boundaries to help our artistic styles evolve further and move forward. I seek to create through
some of my works a source of inspiration for tenderness and an attempt to understand one another better.
Notes:

Artist ID: 339
Artwork 1 Title: Trinity
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 118 x 84 x 1
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography
Artwork 1 Commentary: The parents were holding this baby in a very tender way. This reminded me of a trinity, as
the baby was looking with very inquisitive eyes at everything surrounding him.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 339
Artwork 2 Title: Dancing flames
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 84 x 118 x 1 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Charcoal on paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: This large drawing wants to pay homage to the fire that is within all of us, as well as all
around us. The limbs of the dancers, who gracefully move around the canvas, are like flames. Some engage the
viewer directly with their gaze, others celebrate the joy of life as well as its impermanence: they are at once still and
in constant motion. I was inspired by the dancer in front of me, her dignity and her curiosity, as she explored the
room with her arms, her feet, her satin clothes, her rhythm, her breathing. This inspired me as I felt that as humans
we have both the power and the accountability of our thoughts and actions. This empowers us to be both aware of
the ripple effect we can have, as well as the simplicity of everyday moments. I left the background blank to remind
the viewer that she or he could be a master of the musical partition of their life.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 339
Artwork 3 Title: Cold cuts
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 150 x 170 x 2 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Photography
Artwork 3 Commentary: The photo focuses here on the gracefulness of the material, as this is a photo of meat cuts.
These were lit from behind, giving them an eery translucence as well as highlighting their intricate quality. The
viewer might detect certains animals within this animal, but also just be aware of the intrinsic aesthetic beauty of
flesh.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 339
Artwork 4 Title: Maternal Tenderness
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 50 x 50 x 5 cm
Artwork 4 Medium: Photography
Artwork 4 Commentary: My mother had fallen asleep and I had to be very careful to climb on top of the bed without
waking her up. I intended to capture the gentleness of the atmosphere through the creases of the duvet and pillows
around her, giving her a halo.
Artwork 4 Image:

